From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: November 1, 2005 at 9:22 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements - Tuesday, November 01, 2005
-

Global Health Week: Rx for Survival
Computing-in-Business Internship Talks
English 102
Tuesday at PSA
Men's soccer final home game tonight
Dr. Mathewson's Class - Attend a Funeral
Step It Up! Interest Session on Thursday
Residence Life - Future Housing survey
Women's soccer at SoCon Tourney at Furman
Holy Communion
Mosaic
Come out to the Relay for Life Meeting
Congratulations Club Ultimate Frisbee
Spooky...Environmental Awareness
La Table Française
Don't forget today's Job Fair
Are you an athlete?
A Time to Grow
Lost and Found

Global Health Week: Rx for Survival

This week is Global Health Week and tonight the six part NOVA documentary series Rx for
Survival will begin at 9pm on PBS (Channel 16) and will air in two hour segments through
Thursday. This television event looks at the most critical and emerging threats to global public
health and chronicles the leaders who, against all odds, deliver the goods. If you would like more
information on the subject of global health be sure to check out this week's TIME Magazine's
special coverage of global health issues (available in the library) and listen to Morning Edition and
All Things Considered on NPR (90.1 FM) this week as they devote airtime to the challenges and
triumphs of keeping the world healthy. Every 8 seconds, someone dies of AIDS. We can do
something about that, but first we need to understand the complexity of the problems, where we
are coming from, and where we want our dreams to take us. For more information on the series,
global health, or how to get involved, please visit http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/rxforsurvival/.

Computing-in-Business Internship Talks

There will be four 10-minute talks from students on their computing-in-business internships on
Tuesday, November 1, at 11:00 a.m. in Olin 101. The students are Matthew Campbell (QS/1),
Stephen Ingram (ACS Technologies), Robert Merting (AAI Engineering Services Inc.), and David
Williams (Zeus Industrial Products). Robert and David are obtaining the Emphasis in Information
Management. Each student will discuss the work and the process of obtaining an internship. All
are welcome to attend.

English 102

Below are titles of sections of English 102 that will be offered in the spring semester of 2006:
Chalmers: Classic Short Fiction
Cox: Stories of the Modern South
Dooley: Faulkner's Go Down, Moses
Fisher: The Fiction of Joseph Conrad
Grinnell
Section C: Sports Fiction
Section G: Science Fiction
Hitchmough: Stories of our Lives
Lane: River Narratives
Neighbors: The Cold War in American Literature and Culture
Sweitzer: Labyrinthine Fictions (Poe, Nabokov, Borges, Philip K. Dick, etc.)
Trakas: Fitzgerald and the Jazz Age
Wilson: Intercultural Perspectives on Childhood

Tuesday at PSA

Tuesday Night at the PSA House, we welcome Julie Thompson, Associate at First Presbyterian, to
lead us in a study on " Walking with God - our Audience of One!"
6:30 pm - dinner, worship, program
582-5600
http://spartanburgpsa.org

Men's soccer final home game tonight

The Terrier men's soccer team hosts Jacksonville tonight at 6:00 pm at Snyder Field.
Tonight's match marks "Senior Night" for the men's soccer program. Five seniors will play their
final home match tonight.
Come out and support the Terriers in the final match of the year!

Dr. Mathewson's Class - Attend a Funeral

Join the students of Dr. Mathewson’s “Death and Dying” class as they perform the death rites of
the various religions of the world. Student ritual experts will lead the attendees through each
mock funeral, and there will be a time for questions afterward. The funeral schedule is as follows:
Buddhist funeral: Nov 3
Jewish funeral: Nov 10
Christian funeral: Nov 17
Muslim funeral: Dec 1
Each funeral will begin at 1:00 pm in RMSC 302E and everyone from the Wofford community is
invited to attend. Please contact Dan Mathewson if you are interested and he will provide the
relevant details (mathewsondb@wofford.edu).

Step It Up! Interest Session on Thursday

Step It Up! is a pedometer based program dedicated to assisting individuals make positive
changes to improve their health and quality of life. If you are interested in learning more about
the Wofford Walkers and how we will Step It Up-contact Dean Wallace at wallaceed@wofford.edu
for more information. Rewards, incentives and a customized, interactive website to track progress
are being offered in this collaborative program with Partners for Active Living (non profit
organization in Spartanburg.) We will have an
Interest Meeting and Web demonstration on Thursday, November 3rd at 11:15 a.m. in the Olin
Theater. If you cannot make the meeting, let me know and I will send out information to you.
Bring a friend with you that needs to be more active!

Residence Life - Future Housing survey

Residence Life will be surveying students in front of Burwell on Wednesday and Thursday from
11:30 - 1:00. We are seeking input for future housing options. Be sure to stop by, ask questions,
and share your opinions.

Women's soccer at SoCon Tourney at Furman

The Wofford women's soccer team plays its first round Southern Conference tournament match
on Thursday against the Furman Lady Paladins at Furman's Stone Stadium.
If you have a chance, make the trip and cheer on the ladies against the arch-rival Lady Paladins.
The match begins at 7:30 pm.
Student tickets are $3.00 with regular adult general admission $5.00 and youth tickets at $3.00.
For more information see this link: http://www.wofford.edu/athletics/content.asp?id=1889

Holy Communion

Take a short break from your hectic day and attend Holy Communion, every Thursday evening at
5:30, in the AAAS Lounge (beside Players Corner). Everyone is invited to participate.

Mosaic

Come and experience Mosaic. This is a service that weaves together film, art, music, prayer and a
message, and meets every Wednesday evening, 8:00 p.m., McMillan Theater. Everyone is
welcome.

Come out to the Relay for Life Meeting

Come to the Relay for Life Meeting, tonight at 8:30. We will have tons of fun so bring a friend.
Are you a survivor?-you will be honored at the Kick-off Event so contact Robynn Mackechnie.
Faculty and Staff, would you like the honor of being the team captain? If so pleae contact Robynn

Faculty and Staff, would you like the honor of being the team captain? If so pleae contact Robynn
Mackechnie soon. If you have any questions, email or call Robynn Mackechnie or Valerie Douglas.

Congratulations Club Ultimate Frisbee

Congratulations to Wofford's "A" and "B" Teams of Club Ultimate Frisbee in their excellent job at
the USC Fall Tournament that was held this past weekend. I heard that "A" Team (under
command of Mustang Fury) received 3rd place and "B" Team (under command of Captain
Morgan) placed 5th. That is amazing! Keep up the great work and I hope that Ultimate Frisbee
continues to do well in the years to come. Someone also told me to say that there will be a lot of
cool people playing Ultimate Frisbee on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays at 4 PM on the
intramural fields so come out and join us in playing Ultimate Frisbee or come out and watch us
play this unique and newly thriving sport.

Spooky...Environmental Awareness

The ever-so-enchantingly-spooky environmental awareness org. is having an oh-so-important
meeting today in shipp lounge at 6:30 -- is a construction meeting. If thou hast any
questions....DavisEK2@wofford.edu.

La Table Française

C'mon, folks, and enjoy the splendors of the Holcombe Room today, Tuesday, from eleven thirty
to twelve thirty - nous avons la table française aujourd'hui pour ceux qui parlent la langue. It's
fun, conversational, casual, and The Place To Be to meet your fellow majors and enthusiasts.
Please contact Elizabeth Norman (NormanEA@Wofford.edu) with questions.

Don't forget today's Job Fair

Please remember to drop by the Job Fair today. It will take place from 11:00 am to 1:00 pm in
the Anna Todd Wofford Center. Come and gain valuable information about careers in sales,
customer service, general management, and public service.
This fair is not only for seniors. All Wofford Students are welcome to come and ask questions and
gain information from METlife, Cintas, AXA, UPS, SC Probation, Parole, and Pardon, and the City
of Spartanburg.
Please contact Kay Vipperman at extension 4260 if you have any questions.

Are you an athlete?

Calling all non-athletes.... FCA would like to welcome you to our meeting.
This week we will recognize all of the non-athlete students at Wofford. So for the 10 of you out
there, and you know who you are, Come to McMillian Theater in Campus Life at 8:58 tonight.
Athletes are also welcome.

Athletes are also welcome.
A Time to Grow

Join Campus Crusade for small group discipleship! Guys meet Tuesdays at 7:30 in Shipp 257,
ladies meet Wednesdays at 8:00 in Greene Lobby! Everyone is invited! Questions? Email Ryan at
HillRG@wofford.edu

Lost and Found

Found: a white sweater in the parking lot behind Marsh Dorm on Sunday evening on October 30.
Please contact Melissa @ HayesMM@wofford.edu
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Dear Colleagues,
Basking in the glow of a glorious 2-win season in the Terrier Tag intramural, I’m soliciting volunteers to
fill the faculty and staff intramural soccer squad – now and forever known as “Tenacious D,” our Terrier
Tag moniker.
So far we have four “athletes” signed up (“athletes” composed of the over-the-hill, if-I-were-only-thirtypounds-lighter, I-used-to-be-marginally-fast-fifteen-years-ago variety):

1. Representing the Physics Department and star quarterback of the Terrier Tag squad: Mackay
2.
3.
4.

Salley
Representing the I.T. Department and sporting all manner of knee and ankle braces: Chris
Myers
Representing the Religion Department and playing keeper: Dan Mathewson
And our secret weapon, representing the English department, ex-pro soccer player: Jim
Neighbors (we’re expecting LOTS from Jim)

If you’d like to play, drop me an email ASAP.
Thanks,
Dan Mathewson
P.S. As a member of the Religion Department, I can assure everyone that God will be on our side for
the duration of the soccer season. I make no promises once the season’s over.
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Wofford College Daily Announcements - Wednesday, November 02, 2005
-

Lighting Walk
English 102
PSA – Creed, not the Band
Residence Life - Future Housing survey
Women's soccer battles Furman in SoCon Tourney
Wesley Fellowship Tonight
Souljah’s fro Christ - Are You Thirsty?
Resume deadlines in Career Services
Dr. McCane to be Featured in National Geographic
Step It Up! Interest Meeting on Thursday
Volunteer Opportunity
Lost and Found

Lighting Walk
Lighting Walk: Students, faculty and staff are invited to join the Facility Committee of Campus
Union and the Campus Safety officers on a Lighting Walk tonight. Please meet Mr. Lee Sartor in
The Commons in the Raines Center at 8:30 pm. If you cannot come, but you have an area that
you would like the group to investigate please email Mr. Sartor at sartorla@wofford.edu. Thank
you

English 102
Below are titles of sections of English 102 that will be offered in the spring semester of 2006:
Chalmers: Classic Short Fiction
Cox: Stories of the Modern South
Dooley: Faulkner's Go Down, Moses
Fisher: The Fiction of Joseph Conrad
Grinnell
Section C: Sports Fiction
Section G: Science Fiction
Hitchmough: Stories of our Lives
Lane: River Narratives
Neighbors: The Cold War in American Literature and Culture
Sweitzer: Labyrinthine Fictions (Poe, Nabokov, Borges, Philip K. Dick, etc.)
Trakas: Fitzgerald and the Jazz Age
Wilson: Intercultural Perspectives on Childhood

PSA – Creed, not the Band!

Thursday Special Sandwich Seminar 3 week series on "Creed - not the Band" at the PSA House,
as we look at the Apostle's Creed. We begin at 11:16am or whenever you can come and we finish
at 12:30pm! Feel free to come when you can and stay only as long as you can. Free lunch!
582-5600

582-5600
http://spartanburgpsa.org

Residence Life - Future Housing survey

Residence Life will be surveying students in front of Burwell on Wednesday and Thursday from
11:30 - 1:00. We are seeking input for future housing options. Be sure to stop by, ask questions,
and share your opinions.

Women's soccer battles Furman in SoCon Tourney

The Wofford women's soccer team plays its first round Southern Conference tournament match
on Thursday against the Furman Lady Paladins at Furman's Stone Stadium.
If you have a chance, make the trip and cheer on the ladies against the arch-rival Lady Paladins.
The match begins at 7:30 pm.
Student tickets are $3.00 with regular adult general admission $5.00 and youth tickets at $3.00.
For more information see this link: http://www.wofford.edu/athletics/content.asp?id=1889

Wesley Fellowship Tonight

Wesley Fellowship's meeting is tonight from 5:30 to 7:00. We will be going to Mr. Gatti's Pizza for
dinner, and Rev. Robinson will be leading "The Gospel According to Disney." Meet in front of
Burwell at 5:15 to carpool to Mr. Gatti's.

Souljah’s for Christ - Are You Thirsty?

The bible study topic for Souljah's For Christ this week is titled, Obeserve Your Thirst. The
scriptures we're reading come from Psalm 42:1 and Psalm 63:1. We invite everyone to come out
and fellowship with us this Thursday at 7:30pm in Olin 114.

Resume deadlines in Career Services

Deadlines for resumes to be received in Career Services this week for on-campus interviews are:
Th., Nov. 3 - 2 PM - Met Life - Programmer Analyst
Fr., Nov. 4 - 2 PM - 1st Franklin Financial - Management Trainee. Call 4260 if you have any
questions.

Dr. McCane to be Featured in National Geographic

Dr. Byron McCane will appear in two upcoming episodes of National Geographic:
Science of the Bible: Jesus’ Tomb
Wed. Nov. 16, 10pm
Thurs. Nov. 17, 1am

Sun. Nov. 20, 2pm
Science of the Bible: The First Christians
Wed. Dec. 7, 10pm
Thurs. Dec. 8, 1am
Sun. Dec. 18, 2pm

Step It Up! Interest Meeting on Thursday

Step It Up! Join over 25 people who have expressed an interest in being a part of the Step It Up!
-Wofford Walkers on Thursday at 11:15 a.m. in the Olin Theater. We will have a brief introduction
to the program and a demonstration of the interactive website for those who sign up. There will
also be an opportunity to purchase a pedometer if you would like one. This is a pedometer based
program dedicated to assisting individuals make positive changes to improve their health and
quality of life. If you are interested in learning more about the Wofford Walkers and how we will
Step It Up-contact Dean Wallace at wallaceed@wofford.edu. Rewards, incentives and a
customized, interactive website to track progress are being offered in this collaborative program
with Partners for Active Living (non profit organization in Spartanburg.)

Volunteer Opportunity

AWARE is looking for volunteers to help with their book drive. If you are interested in helping
please email Megan Early at WoffordAWARE@yahoo.com.

Lost and Found

Found: some keys in Milliken. They have Toyota keys and a pink Koala bear on them. Contact
Elise at boosew@wofford.edu.
Lost: A black calculus notebook with gold Wofford College letters on the front cover has been
missing for over one week. Please call (864)357-6617 or email me at AbrahamJC@wofford.edu if
you know where it is.
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Wofford College Daily Announcements - Thursday, November 03, 2005
-

Volleyball hosts final home matches of the year
COSC 370 Time Change
Buddhist Funeral in Dr Mathewson's Class
New spring course: History of Film
Pre-Ministry/Pre-Divinity Dinner
Seminary Visit
Friday Night at the Movies: Monster-in-Law
Saturday Night at the Movies: The Interpreter
Sunday Movie: Stewie Griffin: The Untold Story
USC School of Law - Tu., Nov. 8
Celebration of Holy Communion
Chaos and Arcadia ( Special Talk)
Nov. 29: Mandatory Class Meeting for Interim 2006
Souljahs for Christ - Thirsty?
Making a Christmas Wish List Already?
Residence Life - Future Housing survey
Lost and Found

Volleyball hosts final home matches of the year

The Terrier volleyball team hosts a pair of matches this weekend to close out the 2005 home
campaign.
Saturday at 7:00 pm vs. Elon
Sunday at 2:00 pm vs. UNC Greensboro
Sunday afternoon's tilt will be "Senior Day" for the program as three seniors will play their final
home match inside the Benjamin Johnson Arena.
Come out and support the Terriers this weekend!

COSC 370 Time Change

The time and place for Data and Visualization (COSC 370) in the spring have been changed to
MWF 8:30-9:20 in OL 101.

Buddhist Funeral in Dr Mathewson's Class

Join Dr Mathewson's "Death and Dying" class today at 1:00 pm for the staging of a Thai Buddhist
funeral (Theravada). Buddhist death rite experts Nathaniel Coburn and Cary Watkins will direct
the funeral, which will begin in RMSC 302E and will proceed outdoors. Please email Dan
Mathewson to indicate your interest and to receive any relevant instructions
(mathewsondb@wofford.edu).

(mathewsondb@wofford.edu).

New spring course: History of Film

If you’re interested in how Hollywood makes its movies, why they look the way they do, and what
they may reveal about the audiences who watch them, consider Theater 280 Special Topics:
History of Film. There are no prerequisites for this course. You just need some curiosity about
films of the past, some interest in what’s behind the scenes of today’s movies, and what may
shape movies of tomorrow. Course meets Tuesdays-Thursdays 2:30-5:30 (class time includes
movie screenings). By registration time, the course number may change to Theater 231, but it’s
the same class.

Pre-Ministry / Pre-Divinity Dinner

The Pre-Ministry Society will meet in AAAS Thursday at 6:00pm to go to Basils for dinner. Our
guest will be Cheryl Brown from Duke Divinity School. Please rsvp to
ronald.robinson@wofford.edu if you plan to attend. The dinner is open to any student interested
in attending seminary.

Seminary Visit

A representative from Wesley Theological Seminary (Washington, D.C.) will be on campus Friday
afternoon from 1-3pm. Please drop by the Campus Ministry Office if you would like to talk about
seminary and theological education in the nation's capitol.

Friday Night at the Movies: Monster-in-Law

The McMillan Film Series presents "Monster-in-Law" on Friday, November 04, 2005 at 8 p.m. in
McMillan Theater (Raines Center). Admission is free, and open to everyone.
Synopsis: Gorgeous Charlotte Cantilini (Jennifer Lopez) has finally met "Mr. Right," Dr. Kevin
Fields (Michael Vartan). There's just one problem that stands in the way of everlasting bliss:
Kevin's overbearing and controlling mother, Viola (Jane Fonda). Fearing she will lose her son's
affections forever, Viola decides to break up the happy couple by becoming the world's worst
mother-in-law.

Saturday Night at the Movies: The Interpreter

The McMillan Film Series presents "The Interpreter" on Saturday, November 05, 2005 at 8 p.m. in
McMillan Theater (Raines Center). Admission is free, and open to everyone.
Synopsis: Silvia Broome's (Nicole Kidman) job is to translate for her assigned delegate the
complex issues faced by the United Nations. But the interpreter's daily challenge turns epic when
she accidentally overhears details of a plot to assassinate a high-ranking government official.
Suddenly, her existence is overshadowed by danger, and she must unravel an intricate yarn of
intrigue with the help of an FBI agent (Sean Penn) in order to save herself.

Sunday Movie: Stewie Griffin: The Untold Story

The McMillan Film Series presents "Family Guy Presents: Stewie Griffin: The Untold Story" on
Sunday, November 06, 2005 at 8 p.m. in McMillan Theater (Raines Center). Admission is free,
and open to everyone.
Synopsis: Temporarily shelving his plans for world domination, crazed baby genius Stewie Griffin
(voiced by Seth MacFarlane) sets out on a wild journey to find the man he believes is his real
father (not that bumbling nitwit Peter). During his cross-country trek, the enfant terrible makes
some shocking discoveries while searching for daddy dearest in this unrated, full-length animated
film featuring guest talent Drew Barrymore.

USC School of Law - Tu., Nov. 8

There are still some openings (20-minutes each) for USC School of Law in the Career Services
Office in the Raines Center on Tuesday, November 8. Call 4260 if you would like to sign up.

Celebration of Holy Communion

The Wofford Community celebrates Holy Communion each Thursday at 5:30 pm in AAAS
(Burwell.) This twenty-minute worship opportunity is open to all. Refresh your spirit with this
time of prayer and sacrament.

Chaos and Arcadia ( Special Talk)

Dr. William Demastes will give a talk this Thursday morning (Nov 3rd), at 11:00am, in the
McMillan Theater. The talk will center on Chaos Theory and Wofford's fall theatre production,
Arcadia. Sponsored by the Theatre-Physics Learning Community, this talk is open to the entire
Wofford Community. Come by and help bridge the two culture gap.

Nov. 29: Mandatory Class Meeting for Interim 2006

Please note that the first mandatory class meeting for Interim 2006 is scheduled for Tuesday,
November 29th at 11am. Locations for meetings can be found on the Interim website under each
project's description. During this time, syllabi will be distributed and assignments will be given for
the first day of Interim. Sponsors will also give information regarding release forms and/or other
necessary documents.

Souljahs for Christ - Thirsty?

Souljah's for Christ would like to invite you to our bible study this Thursday at 7:30pm in Olin
114. The topic this week is Observe Your Thirst. The scriptures we'll be reading will be Psalm
42:1 and Psalm 63:1. Everyone is welcome.

42:1 and Psalm 63:1. Everyone is welcome.

Making a Christmas Wish List Already?

Some kids already have! It is that time of year again when Twin Towers sponsors the Annual
Angel Tree Project. The Department of Social Services is providing us with a list of 60 children in
our community who need sponsoring in order to have a happy Christmas and get some needs
filled and wishes granted. We are asking for your help in possibly sponsoring a child for this
worthy cause. Maybe you want to get a group of 5-8 students to sponsor one child, each person
donating about $5, which should total enough to cover one child. For more information, or to
sponsor a child, email your contact information to JordanPL@wofford.edu.

Residence Life - Future Housing survey

Residence Life will be surveying students in front of Burwell on Wednesday and Thursday from
11:30 - 1:00. We are seeking input for future housing options. Be sure to stop by, ask questions,
and share your opinions.
Lost and Found

Found: Laundry card in laundry room of Evins. Please describe what the card looks like and
approximately how much was on the card. Also, tell what floor you lost it on.
stephensonle@wofford.edu to claim.
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Wofford College Daily Announcements - Friday, November 04, 2005
-

Early Decision Scholar's Day
Thinking about Grad School in the Humanities?
Everything you need to know about...
FreshStart: Smoking Cessation Classes in November
Hunger and Homelessness Week
Hunger and Homelessness Week
Step It Up!
New Burwell Manager
Lost and Found

Early Decision Scholar's Day

Early Decision Scholar's Day will be held on the morning of Saturday, November 19. This is one of
the most important days of the year in the life of the college. Faculty play a vital role with their
help in the interview process. If you would like to interview at Early Decision Scholar's Day,
please contact Thom Henson at hensontm@wofford.edu or ext. 4133.

Thinking about Grad School in the Humanities?

Are you considering going to graduate school in English Literature, History, Religion, Art History,
Philosophy, Political Science, Sociology or another area of the humanities or the social sciences?
Or, as an advisor, do you know a student who is considering further studies in these areas after
leaving Wofford?
If so, please keep in mind a class that is being taught next semester: HIS 389 Modern
Intellectual History. Students in the class will be introduced to a lot of key concepts and theories
that one encounters in graduate study today, for example structuralism, postmodernism,
poststructuralism, gender theory, queer theory, and deconstruction. In the process, we will read
works by important twentieth-century thinkers such as Martin Heidegger, Jean-Paul Sartre,
Roland Barthes, Michel Foucault, Jean Baudrillard, Jacques Derrida, Kate Millet, Joan Scott, Eve
Kosofsky Sedgwick, and others. Students will find that having some early exposure to these
thinkers will be invaluable in graduate school.
This course is taught as a 3-hour-long seminar course offered on Tuesday afternoon (2:30-5:30).
It is reading intensive with a heavy writing component (weekly reactions and several papers).
The work load makes it appropriate for Juniors and Seniors.
For more information, contact Dr. Clayton Whisnant, or you can take a look at a syllabus from two
years ago: http://webs.wofford.edu/whisnantcj/his389.htm

Everything you need to know about...

Dr. Moretz will be on campus again to talk about sex, relationships, STDs, and other related
topics next Thurs, Nov 10th from 11:45am-12:45pm in the amphitheater in Milliken Science
Center ("the pitt"). Contact Health Services for questions at x4370.

FreshStart: Smoking Cessation Classes in November

Get a Fresh Start this November...Stop Smoking! Health Services will be offering Smoking
cessation classes beginning Tuesday, November 15th from 11:30 - 12:30. Classes are free and
consist of four sessions (1 hour each). To reserve your space, call ext. 4370. Freshstart is part of
a collaborative effort between the Gibbs Regional Cancer Center and the American Cancer
Society.

Hunger and Homelessness Week

Hunger and homelessness is a problem in our community. To address this issue and raise
awareness among the Wofford community, Twin Towers is sponsoring Hunger and Homelessness
Week, November 5-12, 2005. You are invited to all the events we have planned for that week,
and we hope - if it is appropriate - you will help us raise awareness of these events for the
Wofford community by providing extra-credit for attendance, especially to the events on
Wednesday and Thursday as well as participation in the canned food drive (The Food Fight vs.
Furman). Below you will find a list of events for next week. Thank you for your support!
If you have any questions, please contact Ashleigh R. Wilson at wilsonar@wofford.edu or Justin
Greene at greeneja@wofford.edu.
Monday- Skip-a-meal in Burwell
Wednesday- Hunger and Homelessness Banquet @ 5:30 in AAAS Lounge- Sponsored By AWARE
Wednesday- Hunger and Homelessness Movie and Discussion @ 9pm in McMillan Theater
Thursday- Faces of Homelessness Panel Discussion @ 11am in the Anna Todd Wofford Center
Friday- Visit Habitat for Humanity’s Youth United Build at the table in front of Burwell
Saturday- Represent Wofford College at the Furman game

Hunger and Homelessness Week

Hunger and homelessness is a problem in our community. To address this issue and raise
awareness among the Wofford community, Twin Towers is sponsoring Hunger and Homelessness
Week, November 5-12, 2005. You are invited to all the events we have planned for that week,
and we hope - if it is appropriate - you will help us raise awareness of these events for the
Wofford community by providing extra-credit for attendance, especially to the events on
Wednesday and Thursday as well as the week-long canned food drive (The Food Fight vs.
Furman). Below you will find a list of events for next week. Thank you for your support.
If you have any questions, please contact Ashleigh R. Wilson at wilsonar@wofford.edu or Justin
Greene at greeneja@wofford.edu.
Monday- Skip-a-meal in Burwell
Wednesday- Hunger and Homelessness Banquet @ 5:30 in AAAS Lounge- Sponsored By AWARE
Wednesday- Hunger and Homelessness Movie and Discussion @ 9pm in McMillan Theater
Thursday- Faces of Homelessness Panel Discussion @ 11am in the Anna Todd Wofford Center
Friday- Visit Habitat for Humanity’s Youth United Build at the table in front of Burwell

Friday- Visit Habitat for Humanity’s Youth United Build at the table in front of Burwell
Saturday- Represent Wofford College at the Furman game

Step It Up!

It's not too late to join the Wofford Walkers in the Step It Up! program. Over 30 people have
expressed an interest in becoming more active through this program. Join in the fun and group
effort to be more healthy in the coming months. Awards and incentives will be offered over the
next few weeks. You can pick up a pedometer in Health Services for $12.99 (checks payable to
Partners for Active Living). If you were not at the interest meeting and you would like to become
a part of the group, email Dean Wallace at wallaceed@wofford.edu for instructions on registering
for Step It Up!

New Burwell Manager

Please come by and welcome our New Burwell Manager, Bridgette Repenning, to the Wofford
College Community. Bridgette comes to Wofford via Clemson where she has been a Location
Manager for three years. She and her husband live in Greenville. We are glad to have Bridgette
here as past of the Wofford Dining Services Family.

Lost and Found

Found: the ROTC department found a small carry cooler at the Intramural field, It is a green LL
Bean soft cooler with some initials on it. Contact MSG Zaprzalka to claim at 4332 or
zaprzalkamt@wofford.edu.
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Does your organization need money?
Nov. 29: Mandatory Class Meeting for Interim 2006
From Career Services: Approaching resume deadlines
33 Employers in one location on one day
Grab-n-Go
Today - AMS Meeting
Environmental Ethics Course
Guitar of Latin America--Elliot Frank
Hunger and Homelessness Week
Visit from USC Med School
Mass on Campus
Skip a Dinner
Food Fight
Student Workshop Presentation

Does your organization need money?

Campus Union is looking to allocate funds to organizations so they can increase the effectiveness
of their programs and benefit student life on campus. The money can be used for things such as
events, speakers, educational trips, and conferences. We want to give you money!
Please visit our website to fill out an application by 3:00 pm on November 11th. Have questions?
Contact Treasurer Jacob Smith at smithtj@wofford.edu.
http://www.wofford.edu/campusUnion/aboutCUFunds.asp

Nov. 29: Mandatory Class Meeting for Interim 2006

Please note that the first mandatory class meeting for Interim 2006 is scheduled for Tuesday,
November 29th at 11am. Locations for meetings can be found on the Interim website under each
project's description. During this time, syllabi will be distributed and assignments will be given for
the first day of Interim. Sponsors will also give information regarding release forms and/or other
necessary documents.

From Career Services: Approaching resume deadlines

Resumes deadlines for on-campus interviews:
AXA Advisors (AXA-advisors.com) - financial professional - resumes due in CS Office - 2 PM, Tu.,
Nov. 8
Educational Resources Group (ergteach.com) - teachers - private schools - resumes dues in CS
Office - 2 PM, W., Nov. 9.

33 Employers in one location on one day

The SC Independent Colleges Senior Interview Day will be held in Columbia on Feb. 13, 2006, but
the deadline for signing up and submitting resumes is approaching: Tuesday, November 22. This
is the largest interviewing event available to Wofford seniors, and everyone who has not been
accepted to graduate school or had a job offer should participate. Check your Wofford email and
CPO box for details.
Grab-n-Go

Here are the menus for the Grab-n-Go Lunch option for the Week of November 7th:
Monday Turkey Club Wrap
Wednesday Chicken Caesar Wrap

Today - AMS Meeting

Today in AAAS Lounge in the bottom of Burwell, AMS will be meeting at 6:00 to go over our
monthly activities. If you are unable to attend, e-mail AMS@wofford.edu.

Environmental Ethics Course

A course in environmental ethics will be offered by the Philosophy Department in the spring at
11:30 MWF. It will be taught by Kelly Lowry, a Wofford graduate and attorney who has several
years of practice in environmental law. Although the course has the number Phil 280, it is a
beginning-level course with no prerequisites, and it does count toward the General Education
requirement in philosophy.

Guitar of Latin America--Elliot Frank

Tuesday evening, 7:00 pm
Papadopoulos Building
Applauded by critics and audiences for his unique blend of powerful virtuosity, beautiful tone, and
natural musicianship, Elliot Frank has appeared as solo recitalist, chamber player, and as concerto
soloist throughout the Americas and Europe. A prize-winner in international competitions, he has
appeared as featured soloist with the North Carolina Symphony, and has appeared in solo recitals
for guitar societies around country including the University of Memphis Classical Guitar Society,
the Dallas Guitar Society, the Piedmont Guitar Society, the Richmond Classic Guitar Society, and
Guitar Houston. An aficionado of guitar music of Hispanic cultures, he has performed
lecture/recitals pertaining to the music of Antonio Lauro for the Guitar Foundation of America at
international festivals in Pasadena and New Orleans. He has also performed for the Tallahassee
Guitar Society, the Tampa Classical Guitar Festival, the North Carolina Bach Festival, the
Appalachian Guitar Fest, Columbus State University Guitar Symposium, and the East Carolina
University Summer Guitar Festival, where he also serves as Artistic Director. His most recent
appearances include performances for the Alexandria Guitar Festival, Piccolo Spoleto, the
Appalachian Guitar Fest, his Canadian debut at the Festival Lachine in Montreal, Canada, at the
2003 Southwest Guitar Festival in San Antonio, and for the Sixth Guitar Festival of the Dominican
Republic. ACA Digital Recordings has recently released his first compact disc, which consists of

Republic. ACA Digital Recordings has recently released his first compact disc, which consists of
music of Agustín Barrios and Antonio Lauro.
Elliot Frank was selected to initiate the guitar studies program for East Carolina University and is
currently teaching there in addition to maintaining an active concert schedule. His students have
earned awards on state, regional, national and international levels, including national first prize of
the Music Teacher's National Association Wurlitzer Young Artist Competition.
Dr. Frank holds the first Bachelor of Music degree in guitar performance ever awarded by the
University of Georgia, the Master of Music form Southern Methodist University, and the Doctor of
Music degree in guitar performance from Florida State University.

Hunger and Homelessness Week

Nov. 7-12 Twin Towers and AWARE presents
All Week: Donate Cans to Wofford v. Furman Food Drive and AWARE Advocacy Table in Burwell
Monday: Skip a Dinner at Burwell, Sign up at Lunch
Wednesday: Hunger Banquet, AAAS 5:30pm
Thursday: Homelessness Panel, Anna Todd 11am
Friday: Habitat For Humanity, Burwell 11:30am

Visit from USC Med School

Dr. James Stallworth, Director of Admissions for USC Medical School, will be speaking in the Olin
Theater on Tuesday, 11/8, at 6:30 p.m. If you are planning on applying to medical school and
have not yet heard Dr. Stallworth, please try to attend.

Mass on Campus

Fr. Tim Lijewski, Class of '85, will be doing a Mass on Campus Today... Monday, November 7th.
The time is scheduled for 5:30pm in the Classroom of the Infirmary. There will be light
refreshments provided afterwards. He will also be available for Confession upon request. All are
invited.

Skip a Dinner

Challenge yourself to skip one meal in Burwell and experience a small portion of what millions of
people go through every day.
During Dinner (5:45-7) come sign your name and the cost of your meal will be donated to the
soup kitchen and miracle hill.

Food Fight

All Week: Wofford vs. Furman Food Fight! First 100 people to donate 4 cans to the Burwell
location get a Free T-Shirt!!!
Drop off Locations: Burwell Zach’s Café (Campus Life)
Greene Lobby Shipp Hall Lounge and Wade's

Greene Lobby Shipp Hall Lounge and Wade's

Student Workshop Presentation

Join six Wofford students this Monday at 4pm in Olin Theater as they give brief presentations on
workshops they attended at two separate conferences: Feminist Majority Foundation and
Amnesty International. Afterwards, there will be an opportunity to write a letter about one of the
topics mentioned.
stephensonle@wofford.edu for more information
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Campus Lecture by Professor Machovec
Guitar Virtuoso at Wofford Tonight
Hunger and Homelessness Week
PSA - Praise and Worship
Campus Crusade for Christ Bible Study
Learning Community: A World on the Edge
Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About...
Lost and Found
Biweekly Payroll Reminder
Hypnotist
Lost and Found

Campus Lecture by Professor Machovec

Please join Dr. Machovec in the Olin Theater at 11 a.m. on Thursday, Nov. 10th, for an
exploration of the lost meaning of Armistice Day. A fast-moving, 60-minute historical lecture
(supported with 30 slides) will examine numerous unfamiliar topics, such as the U.S. Army’s
novel solution to the race problem that erupted during the First World War; the medical
revolution spurred by battle-wound plastic surgery; and WWI’s legacy of adamant grass-roots
isolationism that circumscribed U.S. foreign policy during the late 1930s. The presentation will
conclude with an illustrated reading of heart- warming soldier-written poetry, during which every
attendee will be given three souvenirs to commemorate the occasion.

Guitar Virtuoso at Wofford Tonight

Troubadour Series Concert: Elliot Frank
Tuesday evening, 7:00 pm
Papadopoulos Building
Applauded by critics and audiences for his unique blend of powerful virtuosity, beautiful tone, and
natural musicianship, Elliot Frank has appeared as solo recitalist, chamber player, and as concerto
soloist throughout the Americas and Europe. A prize-winner in international competitions, he has
appeared as featured soloist with the North Carolina Symphony, and has appeared in solo recitals
for guitar societies around country including the University of Memphis Classical Guitar Society,
the Dallas Guitar Society, the Piedmont Guitar Society, the Richmond Classic Guitar Society, and
Guitar Houston. An aficionado of guitar music of Hispanic cultures, he has performed
lecture/recitals pertaining to the music of Antonio Lauro for the Guitar Foundation of America at
international festivals in Pasadena and New Orleans. He has also performed for the Tallahassee
Guitar Society, the Tampa Classical Guitar Festival, the North Carolina Bach Festival, the
Appalachian Guitar Fest, Columbus State University Guitar Symposium, and the East Carolina
University Summer Guitar Festival, where he also serves as Artistic Director. His most recent
appearances include performances for the Alexandria Guitar Festival, Piccolo Spoleto, the
Appalachian Guitar Fest, his Canadian debut at the Festival Lachine in Montreal, Canada, at the
2003 Southwest Guitar Festival in San Antonio, and for the Sixth Guitar Festival of the Dominican
Republic. ACA Digital Recordings has recently released his first compact disc, which consists of
music of Agustín Barrios and Antonio Lauro.

music of Agustín Barrios and Antonio Lauro.
Elliot Frank was selected to initiate the guitar studies program for East Carolina University and is
currently teaching there in addition to maintaining an active concert schedule. His students have
earned awards on state, regional, national and international levels, including national first prize of
the Music Teacher's National Association Wurlitzer Young Artist Competition.
Dr. Frank holds the first Bachelor of Music degree in guitar performance ever awarded by the
University of Georgia, the Master of Music form Southern Methodist University, and the Doctor of
Music degree in guitar performance from Florida State University.

Hunger and Homelessness Week

Nov. 7-12 Twin Towers and AWARE presents
All Week: Donate Cans to Wofford v. Furman Food Drive and AWARE Advocacy Table in Burwell
Monday: Skip a Dinner at Burwell, Sign up at Lunch
Wednesday: Hunger Banquet, AAAS 5:30pm
Thursday: Homelessness Panel, Anna Todd 11am
Friday: Habitat For Humanity, Burwell 11:30am

PSA - Praise and Worship

Tuesday Night at the PSA House, we are having dinner at 6:30pm and Praise and Worship begins
at 7pm. Feel free to join us!
http://spartanburgpsa.org
582-5600

Campus Crusade for Christ Bible Study

CCC will be having a girls' Bible study in Greene Lobby Wednesday night at 8pm. Come join them
for fun, fellowship, and discussion of the Bible.

Learning Community: A World on the Edge

Freshmen and Sophomores: Please be aware of a learning community opportunity in Spring
2006: “A World on the Edge: Philosophical Perspectives on Contemporary Science.” In these
linked courses, we will explore philosophical questions that arise as we study science relating to
potential cataclysmic or apocalyptic events. Some of this science is within humanity's control,
such as overpopulation, pollution, dangerous scientific experimentation; and some we have little
control over, such as the possibility of an alien invasion or deadly comets.
As we study the science behind these phenomena, the related philosophical issues will include
individual responsibility, human nature, sustainable living, environmental awareness, and how to
find hope and meaning in one's own life even in the face of potential world disaster. Students will
explore philosophy and science through reading, discussion, and experiential learning. The course
will feature field trips, guest speakers, and hands-on labs. The primary goals of this learning
community are: 1) To highlight science, not as the sole cause or solution to our world's major

community are: 1) To highlight science, not as the sole cause or solution to our world's major
problems, but rather as an active participant and potential ally in today's struggles; and 2) To
give each student the knowledge and thinking tools necessary to make informed decisions about
how to live in today's world. For more information, see the learning community’s website at
http://webs.wofford.edu/reynoldsml/
The linked courses are: Phil 120 C (Dinkins), Phys 104 A and 104AL (Zides). Any student wishing
to register for either of these courses must register for both. Please be aware that freshmen will
be given priority in these courses. After freshmen have completed registration, any remaining
slots, if any, will be made available to sophomores.

Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About...

The everything you need to know about sex and relationships presented Dr. Melinda Moretz will
be held on Thursday, November 10th from 11:45am-12:45pm in the Milliken Science Center
amphitheater ("The Pit"). Other topics of discussion to include health maintenance and STDs. This
will be an open and honest talk with an answer and question period so bring your questions and a
friend. For questions contact Health Services at x4370.

Biweekly Payroll Reminder

Please be reminded that all biweekly employees will be paid on Thursday, November 10th due to
the fact that this Friday is a Federal Holiday and most banks will be closed. Therefore, payroll
changes and biweekly time cards are due in the Business Office no later than Tuesday, November
8th by 9:30 a.m.

Hypnotist

Come see the hypnotist.
Wednesday, Nov. 9th at 7:30 pm at Player's Corner. Sponsored by WAC.
Rain plan: Anna Todd Wofford Room.
Lost and Found
Lost: a silver iPod mini, I last had it in the gym. If anyone reports it please contact me at
boylemn@wofford.edu.

Lost: a ring last Thursday. The ring is white gold with three thin bands that look like they are woven
together. The middle band has a white stone in the middle with a blue stone on either side. If found
please contact Molly Vannier at VannierMD@Wofford.edu.
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Campus Lecture by Professor Machovec
Hunger and Homelessness Week
Hunger Banquet
Learning Community: A World on the Edge
Mosaic
Freshstart Smoking Cessation Classes
IT Job Opening
Faculty Talk
Fellowships in Health Care Justice
Faces of Homelessness Panel
Friday Movie: Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
Sat Movie: The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy
What comes First? Second? Third?
Sunday Movie: Castle in the Sky
Celebration of Holy Communion
Mass on Campus
Relay for Life--Cancer Survivors
Wesley Fellowship Tonight
Research Internship and Web Design Talks
Campus Crusade for Christ Bible Study
Lost and Found

Campus Lecture by Professor Machovec

Please join Dr. Machovec in the Olin Theater at 11 a.m. on Thursday, Nov. 10th, for an
exploration of the lost meaning of Armistice Day. A fast-moving, 60-minute historical lecture
(supported with 30 slides) will examine numerous unfamiliar topics, such as the U.S. Army’s
novel solution to the race problem that erupted during the First World War; the medical
revolution spurred by battle-wound plastic surgery; and WWI’s legacy of adamant grass-roots
isolationism that circumscribed U.S. foreign policy during the late 1930s. The presentation will
conclude with an illustrated reading of heart- warming soldier-written poetry, during which every
attendee will be given three souvenirs to commemorate the occasion.

Hunger and Homelessness Week

Nov. 7-12 Twin Towers and AWARE presents
All Week: Donate Cans to Wofford v. Furman Food Drive and AWARE Advocacy Table in Burwell
Monday: Skip a Dinner at Burwell, Sign up at Lunch
Wednesday: Hunger Banquet, AAAS 5:30pm
Thursday: Homelessness Panel, Anna Todd 11am
Friday: Habitat For Humanity, Burwell 11:30am

Hunger Banquet

Come join AWARE for this fun interactive event and see how the rest of the world eats. During
Dinner (5:30-6:30) come to the AAAS room, food will be provided.

Learning Community: A World on the Edge

Freshmen and Sophomores: Announcing a learning community opportunity in Spring 2006: “A
World on the Edge: Philosophical Perspectives on Contemporary Science.” In these linked courses,
we will explore philosophical questions that arise as we study science relating to potential
cataclysmic or apocalyptic events. Some of this science is within humanity's control, such as
overpopulation, pollution, dangerous scientific experimentation; and some we have little control
over, such as the possibility of an alien invasion or deadly comets. For more information, see the
learning community’s website at http://webs.wofford.edu/reynoldsml/
The linked courses are: Phil 120 C (Dinkins), Phys 104 A and 104AL (Zides). Any student wishing
to register for either of these courses must register for both. Please be aware that freshmen will
be given priority in these courses. After freshmen have completed registration, the remaining
slots, if any, will be made available to sophomores.

Mosaic

Mosaic, a time of worship open to the entire Wofford community, will be held Wednesday evening
at 8:00pm in McMillan Theater. Join students, faculty and staff for a time of music, prayer,
scripture, and sermon. Sponsored by the Campus Ministry Center.

Freshstart Smoking Cessation Classes

Jackie Summers, a local health educator, will begin smoking cessation classes next Tues,
November 15th from 11:30am-12:30pm at Health Services. The classes are designed to help
smokers stop smoking and ending the need to smoke. Feel free to bring your lunch and dessert is
provided. Call x4370 to register.

IT Job Opening

Help Center Macintosh Specialist
The Office of Information Technology is seeking candidates for the position of Help Center
Macintosh Specialist. This position potentially involves supporting Macintosh machines and users
on campus, including technical support for Macintosh hardware and software.
This position is described in more detail on the Wofford Human Resources job listing web page:
http://www.wofford.edu/humanResources/jobOpenings.asp
Send resumes to whisnantdm@wofford.edu by November 18, 2005. All responses will be kept
strictly confidential.
It is the policy of Wofford College to provide equal opportunities and reasonable accommodation
to all persons regardless of race, color, creed, religion, sex, age, national origin, disability,

to all persons regardless of race, color, creed, religion, sex, age, national origin, disability,
veteran status, or other legally protected status in accordance with applicable federal and state
laws.

Faculty Talk

Today, November 9th, Rosa Shand will talk about and read from her writing in a Faculty Talk
entitled “The Business of the Novel: Halting Time.” Because she will be leaving Wofford at the
conclusion of this semester, this may be our last chance to hear her speak about her writing. Her
presentation will take place in the Montgomery Room at 4:00, with refreshments served at 3:30.
Faculty, staff, students, and guests are invited to attend.

Fellowships in Health Care Justice

The Career Services Office has received information about the Wellstone Fellowship for Social
Justice and the Villers Fellowship for Health Care Justice, both sponsored by Families USA, a
national organization for health care consumers. Both are designed to provide the fellow with a
national perspective on health care justice work and will be based in Washington DC. The
fellowships last one year (Aug ’06-Jul ’07) and include a stipend of $35,000. For full information,
come by the Career Services Office or go to www.familiesusa.org.

Faces of Homelessness Panel

The Service Learning Center invites all faculty, staff, and students to The Faces of Homelessness
Panel this Thursday, November 10th at 11am in the Anna Todd Wofford Center (just behind
Campus Safety).
The Faces of Homelessness Panel is part of the National Coalition for the Homeless, which is
based in Washington, DC. The panelists, persons who have previously been homeless, travel
throughout the country sharing their life story and experiences.
You will have time to respond to their stories with questions, and the event will be about an hour
in length. We hope to see you there.

Friday Movie: Charlie and the Chocolate Factory

Looking for something to do this weekend? Join us in McMillan Theater at 8 p.m. for the McMillan
Film Series. Admission is free and open to everyone!
Synopsis: Lucky Charlie Bucket's one of five golden-ticket holders treated to a tour of Willy
Wonka's chocolate factory in Tim Burton's reimagining. Along with the other four (rather
naughty) contest winners, good-hearted Charlie (Freddie Highmore) visits the factory and
encounters Oompa Loompas, eats wonderful candy creations and meets the fascinating Wonka
(Johnny Depp) himself. From the time he enters the factory, Charlie's life changes forever.

Sat Movie: The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy

Looking for something to do this weekend? Join us in McMillan Theater at 8 p.m. for the McMillan
Film Series. Admission is free and open to everyone.
Synopsis: In this adventure based on the best-selling novel of the same name, Arthur Dent's
house is about to be demolished when he discovers that his best friend is an alien and that the
entire planet Earth is about to be destroyed to make way for a hyperspace bypass! Seems
Arthur's only chance for survival is to hitch a ride on a passing spacecraft. Stars Martin Freeman,
Mos Def, Zooey Deschanel, Bill Nighy and Sam Rockwell.

What comes First? Second? Third?

We all have something in common and they are called Priorities. But what do your priorities say
about you? What does the bible say about priorities? Come find out, along with Souljah's For
Christ, this Thursday at 7pm in Olin 114. Everyone is welcome.

Sunday Movie: Castle in the Sky

Looking for something to do this weekend? Join us in McMillan Theater at 8 p.m. for the McMillan
Film Series. Admission is free and open to everyone.
Synopsis: In this children's anime adventure, young miner Pazu and mysterious girl Sheeta (who
wears a magic pendant around her neck) team up to find the long-lost island of Laputa, which is
rumored to have great riches and gems. Accompanied by a band of bumbling air pirates led by
the quick-tempered Ma Dola, Paza and Sheeta are pursued by government agents who want the
riches of Laputa for themselves.
The English-language version will be shown.

Celebration of Holy Communion

The Wofford Community celebrates Holy Communion each Thursday at 5:30pm in AAAS
(Burwell.) The twenty-minute service is open to all. Refresh your spirit with this time of prayer
and sacrament. Sponsored by the Campus Ministry Center.

Mass on Campus

Fr. Mike of St. Paul's will hold another Mass on Campus this weekend, Sunday November 13th at
5:30 in Dean Bigger's House. Please come. Contact Meghan Lijewski for more information at 3428215.

Relay for Life--Cancer Survivors

Relay for Life is looking for all cancer survivors and if you are one please contact Robynn
Mackechnie at MackechnieRL@wofford.edu because there is an special ceremony coming soon
that you will invited to.

that you will invited to.

Wesley Fellowship Tonight

The theme of this week's meeting will be "The Gospel According to Disney." Rev. Robinson will be
leading the discussion. Meet in front of Burwell at 5:30 to attend the Hunger and Homelessness
Banquet.

Research Internship and Web Design Talks

The following students, majoring in Computer Science, Mathematics, or Chemistry with an
Emphasis in Computational Science, will give 10-minute presentations on their summer research
internships this Thursday, Nov. 10, at 11:00 am, in Olin 213:
Michael Bennett ("Structure in Amorphous Carbon: Ring Size Distributions and New Counting
Algorithms," computational chemistry at Clemson U.)
Heidi Bostic ("Characterization of a electroanalytical instrument suite searching for water and life
on Mars," Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL))
Katie Hutchens ("Session Initiation Protocol," Tennessee Technological University's REU on
Network and Communication Systems)
Christine Savvakis ("Characterization and Evaluation of Model-Based Software Debugging Tools,"
JPL)
In addition, Katie, Christine, and Callie Bagwell will present their website, which won second
place at the Consortium for Computing Sciences in Colleges-SE conference. All are invited to the
presentations.

Campus Crusade for Christ Bible Study
Girls' Bible Study tonight at 8pm in Greene Lobby. There will be fun, fellowship, and lively
discussion. Please join us tonight.

Lost and Found
Lost: a ring last Thursday. The ring is white gold with three thin bands that look like they are
woven together. The middle band has a white stone in the middle with a blue stone on either
side. If found please contact Molly Vannier at VannierMD@Wofford.edu.
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Dodgeball Tournament
Interest Meeting for Studying in Denmark
Kappa Delta Crush Party Times
Does your organization need money?
Hunger and Homelessness Week
Research Internship and Web Design Talks
Law School Appointments
Summer Research Fellowship - Mayo Clinic
Celebration of Holy Communion
Faces of Homelessness Panel - Today at 11am
Feeding Post-Communist Countries
Congratulations to Kris Neely
Interested in working with the Men's Bball Team?
Poet and Fiction Writier Ron Rash
Let's Get It All In Order.
Jewish Funeral in Dr Mathewson's Class
Rotaract Meeting
Relay for life--cancer survivors

Dodgeball Tournament

Get your team of six together and come out on Sunday, November 20 at 3:00 for a campus-wide
dodgeball tournament. Sign up in Burwell November 14, 15 or 16 to register your team. Cost is
five dollars per person, and all proceeds go to help the University of New Orleans.
The winning team will receive a prize!

Interest Meeting for Studying in Denmark

Students interested in studying abroad in an English program are encouraged to to attend an
information meeting held by Dr. Agnieska Danielewicz, Director of Science and Health Programs
from the DIS program in Olin 114 today at 11am. Dr. Danielewicz represents all the science
oriented programs sponsored by DIS, which includes Marine Biology and Ecology, Medical Practice
and Policy, Molecular Biology and Genetics, and HIV/AIDS in Western Europe, though DIS offers a
wide range of themes.

Kappa Delta Crush Party Bus Times

The vans for Kappa Delta's Crush Party tonight will pick up behind campus life. Please try and go
by the following schedule, and be sure to check in at the vans:
Freshmen: 7:15 PM
Seniors: 7:35 PM

Seniors: 7:35 PM
Juniors: 7:55 PM
Sophomores: 8:15 PM

Does your organization need money?

Campus Union is looking to allocate funds to organizations so they can increase the effectiveness
of their programs and benefit student life on campus. The money can be used for things such as
events, speakers, educational trips, and conferences. We want to give you money!
Please visit our website to fill out an application by 3:00 pm on November 11th. Have questions?
Contact Treasurer Jacob Smith at smithtj@wofford.edu.
http://www.wofford.edu/campusUnion/aboutCUFunds.asp

Hunger and Homelessness Week

Nov. 7-12 Twin Towers and AWARE presents
All Week: Donate Cans to Wofford v. Furman Food Drive and AWARE Advocacy Table in Burwell
Monday: Skip a Dinner at Burwell, Sign up at Lunch
Wednesday: Hunger Banquet, AAAS 5:30pm
Thursday: Homelessness Panel, Anna Todd 11am
Friday: Habitat For Humanity, Burwell 11:30am

Research Internship and Web Design Talks

The following students, majoring in Computer Science, Mathematics, or Chemistry with an
Emphasis in Computational Science, will give 10-minute presentations on their summer research
internships this Thursday, Nov. 10, at 11:00 am, in Olin 213:
Michael Bennett ("Structure in Amorphous Carbon: Ring Size Distributions and New Counting
Algorithms," computational chemistry at Clemson U.)
Heidi Bostic ("Characterization of a electroanalytical instrument suite searching for water and life
on Mars," Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL))
Katie Hutchens ("Session Initiation Protocol," Tennessee Technological University's REU on
Network and Communication Systems)
Christine Savvakis ("Characterization and Evaluation of Model-Based Software Debugging Tools,"
JPL)
In addition, Katie, Christine, and Callie Bagwell will present their website, which won second
place at the Consortium for Computing Sciences in Colleges-SE conference. All are invited to the
presentations.

Law School Appointments

Last chance to sign up for an appointment with the Cumberland School of Law of Samford
University: Ms. Giselle Gauthier, Director of Admissions, will be in Career Services on Monday,
Nov. 14 from 9:00 AM-1:00 PM. Call 4260 ASAP to select a time slot.

Summer Research Fellowship - Mayo Clinic

Career Services has information on the Mayo Clinic's Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship
(SURF).These fellowship are for juniors and sophomores who are seriously considering medical
research careers. In '05, 72 fellowship positions were filled. An online application can be found at
www.mayo.edu/mgs/surf.html

Celebration of Holy Communion

Celebrate Holy Communion today at 5:30pm in AAAS. Renew your spirit with this time of
meditation and sacrament. Sponsored by the Campus Ministry Center.

Faces of Homelessness Panel - Today at 11am

The Service Learning Center invites all faculty, staff, and students to The Faces of Homelessness
Panel today, Thursday, November 10th at 11am in the Anna Todd Wofford Center (just beside
Campus Safety).
The Faces of Homelessness Panel is part of the National Coalition for the Homeless, which is
based in Washington, DC. The panelists, persons who have previously been homeless, travel
throughout the country sharing their life story and experiences.
You will have time to respond to their stories with questions, and the event will be about an hour
in length. We hope to see you there.

Feeding Post-Communist Countries

Michele Crumley will speak this Friday, November 11 at 2:00 PM in Olin 114 on "Privatization in
the Post-Communist Agrarian Sector: The Case of Hungary, Slovakia, and Russia." Ms. Crumley,
an Instructor at the University of Tennessee, is an expert on agricultural policy in Russia, both
before and after the fall of communism in 1991. She is a candidate for a new faculty position in
the Government Department.

Congratulations to Kris Neely

Congratulations to Kris Neely, who was named the 2005 Unsung Hero by Piedmont Care at the
2005 HIV/STD Conference held in Greenville. This tribute honors courageous local efforts in the
area of HIV/STD prevention, care and treatment services. Kris was recognized as writer-inresidence and editor of "Hidden Voices: Reflections from an Affected Community." The book,
published by the Hub City Writers Project is a collection of creative writing and graphic art by
people affected by HIV/AIDs in our community.

Interested in working with the Men's Bball Team?

Interested in working with the Men's Bball Team?

We are looking for students to film our home games. Students who need work study or financial
aid are welcome. We have 13 home games and they usually last 2 hours. If you are interested,
please contact Coach Kerns at ext. 4158 or email him at kernsdm@wofford.edu

Poet and Fiction Writer Ron Rash

Ron Rash, the popular fiction writer (two of his novels have been read on Radio Reader) and
highly acclaimed poet, will be speaking Thursday, Nov. 10, at 7:30 in the Olin Theater. He will
read poems and an exciting excerpt from his new novel. Free and open to the public.

Let's Get It All In Order

Everyone has priorities: homework, jobs, relationships, the list goes on. And we all want to be
successful when it comes to those things. So are you ready to hear how to do that??? Great!
Come out and learn with Souljah's For Christ about priorities, tonight at 7pm in Olin 114

Jewish Funeral in Dr Mathewson's Class

Join Dr Mathewson's "Death and Dying" class today at 1:00 pm for the staging of a traditional
Jewish funeral. Jewish death rite experts Brad Anderson and Brad Birrenkott will direct the
funeral, which will begin in RMSC 302E and will proceed outdoors. Please email Dan Mathewson
to indicate your interest and to receive any relevant instructions (mathewsondb@wofford.edu).

Rotaract Meeting!

Rotaract is having an oh-so-engaging (really --- oh-so-engaging) meeting today (thursday) in
AAAS at noon. Grab your food from upstairs and please pop by! questions...
DavisEK2@wofford.edu.

Relay for life--cancer survivors

Relay for Life is looking for all cancer survivors and if you are one please contact Robynn
Mackechnie at MackechnieRL@wofford.edu because there is an special ceremony coming soon
that you will invited to.
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Military Science Registration

Students, (Freshman and Sophomores) are encouraged to try again to sign up for Military
Science 102 and 202 levels. The restriction preventing earlier registration has been fixed. If
further problems persist please contact, MSG Zap or SFC Keigley at 4332 / 4339, we can assist
you.

Habitat for Humanity

Do you want to help a family in need? Habitats for Humanity’s Youth United build. Come check
out our table in Burwell during lunch to learn more.

Human Rights Vigil- Amnesty International

Want to learn about some important world issues while having a good time? On Monday the 14th
there will be a Human Rights Vigil featuring five information booths, live music, and lots of baked
goodies and refreshments. Stop by to listen to some great student entertainers and learn
something too.
When: Monday, Nov. 14 @ 8-10PM
Where: Andrews Field House
Contact eastmanbd@wofford.edu or stephensonle@wofford.edu with questions.

Faculty & Staff Appreciation

Wofford Faculty & Staff,
It is that time of year again. On Monday Nov. 21, 2005 from 9 to 5 we will be hosting our Faculty
Staff Appreciation Event. You will get 20% off all regularly priced clothing, gifts and general
reading books. We will be serving refreshments and offering give aways.
We hope everyone will stop by and at least say hello. We truly appreciate this campus and the
people here and want to say thank you for helping us help the students. If you haven't been to

people here and want to say thank you for helping us help the students. If you haven't been to
the store lately you will be thrilled with what we have to offer in the way of clothing, gifts and
books. The selection has never been better. So please stop by and take advantage of what we
have to offer and let us say thank you.
Ben Wofford Books

Operation Christmas Child

There are thousands of children around the world who have never received a Christmas present.
Join Twin Towers and FCA to help fill their wants and needs through Operation Christmas Child.
You can share what you've been given with less fortunate children by filling a shoebox with
hygiene items like toothbrushes, soap, toothpaste, and washcloths, and other items like small
toys and school supplies. You can fill a shoebox you already have, or pick one up Lyn Pace's
office, upstairs in campus life, or at the FCA meeting Tuesday night at 8:58 PM in McMillan
Theater. The full shoebox must be returned to Lyn's office by Thursday, November 17th. If you
have questions, email smithjb@wofford.edu.

Flu Vaccines at the Health Department

Spartanburg Health Department will be administering flu vaccines on November 15th from 2 p.m.
- 5 p.m. and November 18th from 1 p.m. - 4 p.m. at the health department. Cost is $15.00.

Learn about UGA's MPA degree

On Tuesday, November 15, Ms. Lisa Sperling, MPA Recruitment & Career Services Coordinator
with the UGA Dept. of Public Administration & Policy, will have an information table from 11:00
AM-12:30 PM in Burwell lobby and will offer an informal presentation from 12:30-1:00 PM in an
office in Burwell. Call Career Services at 4260 if you wish to attend the information session.

Lost and Found

Found: a large silver hoop earring on the steps of Greene. Contact Colleen Rice at
RiceCN@Wofford.edu if it is yours.
Found: Nike Sphere Thermal hooded jacket (Size small) found in Olin lab a few weeks ago. Colors
are dark gray and white on outside and fluorescent yellow inside. See the switchboard to claim.
Lost: two blue ZTA parent's weekend shirts in Zach's on Wednesday night, sizes small and large.
If found, please contact Parisekt@wofford.edu.
Lost: gray motorolla cell phone left in Commons last Wednesday. Dead battery. Please email
Sowardam@wofford.edu if found.
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Human Rights Vigil-Amnesty International

Want to learn about some important world issues while having a good time? TONIGHT there will
be a Human Rights Vigil featuring five information booths, live music, and lots of baked goodies
and refreshments. Stop by to listen to some great student entertainers and learn something too.
When: Monday, Nov. 14 @ 8-10PM
Where: Andrews Field House
Contact eastmanbd@wofford.edu or stephensonle@wofford.edu with questions.

Invited Research Speaker: Dr. Alan Spector

A Neurobehavioral Analysis of Taste Function: Lessons from Rats and Mice.
Tuesday, November 15, at 11 AM in the Olin Theater
Everything an animal eats must first pass the scrutiny of the taste receptors. Thus, taste plays an
irrefutable role in survival. It is also likely that chemosensory systems are complicit in many of
the abnormalities associated with eating and drinking. Rodents have been used as animal models
to understand how the brain encodes and processes taste signals. Dr. Alan Spector from the
University of Florida will talk about ways in which taste sensations in nonverbal animals can be
inferred through the application of properly designed psychophysical tasks. Some examples of the
effects of neural manipulations on taste perception in rodent models will also be discussed.

Learn about UGA's MPA degree

On Tuesday, November 15, Ms. Lisa Sperling, MPA Recruitment & Career Services Coordinator
with the UGA Dept. of Public Administration & Policy, will have an information table from 11:00
AM-12:30 PM in Burwell lobby and will offer an informal presentation from 12:30-1:00 PM in an
office in Burwell. Call Career Services at 4260 if you wish to attend the information session.

University of PA Graduate School of Education

PennGSE invites you to their Virtual Open House on Friday, November 18, from 1:00-3:00 PM.
You will have the opportunity to interact live at your computer with faculty, current students and

You will have the opportunity to interact live at your computer with faculty, current students and
admissions officers. Students must register by going to www.gse.upenn.edu/openhouse
Career Services has a copy of system requirements.

Great American Smokeout Week

Join us in celebrating smoking awareness during this week. Activities include: Smoking Cessation
Classes on Tuesday at 11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. in Health Services (not too late to register-call
4370), Thursday is the Great American Smokeout-activities include digital display on effects of
smoking on appearance in the Commons from 9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. and at 4:45 p.m. - 5:45
p.m. in Burwell and free giveaways available with up to date information on how to be smoke
free. Stop Smoking or encourage a friend this week to be tobacco free!

Learning to Write a Science Play

Noted Atlanta playwright, Lauren Gunderson, will run a playwriting workshop that focuses on how
a writer creates a science play. All students and faculty are invited. This event is sponsored by
the Theatre-Physics Learning Community and will be held in RMSC 104E. The workshop will start
Thursday afternoon (Nov. 17th) at 2:40pm and run until about 5:00pm.

PSA - Soup Kitchen

Join us Tuesday at 6:30 pm at the Soup Kitchen. Please come to the back door. This is our time
to make casseroles for their freezer so they do not run out of food at lunchtime.
http://spartanburgpsa.org
582-5600
Lost and Found

Lost: in Milliken Acorn Hall on Wednesday night - my ring was left on the table by the couch in
the center of the room. It is gold with pink sapphires and diamonds on it. If found, contact Erin
Bass at bassee@wofford.edu .
Found: A Mac-Gray Laundry Card in the Shipp Laundry Room... to claim it, you must be able to
tell which night it was lost and how much was on the card. Email BurkeBE@wofford.edu or call
x5344 to claim.
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Jewelry Trunk Show
History Talk
Campus Crusade Girls' Bible Study
TESS Meeting at Pick-A-Book

Mosaic

Mosaic, a time of worship open to the entire Wofford community, will be held Wednesday evening
at 8:00pm in McMillan Theater. Join students, faculty and staff for a time of music, prayer,
scripture, and sermon. Sponsored by the Campus Ministry Center.

Invited Research Speaker: Dr. Alan Spector

A Neurobehavioral Analysis of Taste Function: Lessons from Rats and Mice.
Today at 11 AM in the Olin Theater
Everything an animal eats must first pass the scrutiny of the taste receptors. Thus, taste plays an
irrefutable role in survival. It is also likely that chemosensory systems are complicit in many of
the abnormalities associated with eating and drinking. Rodents have been used as animal models
to understand how the brain encodes and processes taste signals. Dr. Alan Spector from the
University of Florida will talk about ways in which taste sensations in nonverbal animals can be
inferred through the application of properly designed psychophysical tasks. Some examples of the
effects of neural manipulations on taste perception in rodent models will also be discussed.

Southern Music, Day and Night

The Cornbread and Sushi class is pleased to bring to campus this week two extraordinary musical
events. On Wednesday November 16, Alvin "Little Pink" Anderson will be playing the blues at
4:00 PM in the AAAS room. On Thursday November 17, musicians Jason Ringenberg, Robbie
Fulks, Fayssoux McLean, and our own Baker Maultsby will be performing at 8:00 PM in the Tony
White Theater. Both events are free to the Wofford community.

Women's History Month Committee Applications.

Planning for Women's History Month, which will be in March, has already begun. If you're
interested in becoming a part of the committee that will coordinate the month's events please
contact Jennifer Almond, almondjb@wofford.edu, for an application. Everyone is welcome, yes

contact Jennifer Almond, almondjb@wofford.edu, for an application. Everyone is welcome, yes
even the men.

Service Learning 101: Lunch and Discussion

All students, staff, and faculty are invited to the Service Learning 101: Lunch and Discussion this
Friday, November 18th at noon in the Anna Todd Wofford Center (beside Campus Safety). Lunch
will be provided.
Our speaker this month, Dr. Laura Barbas Rhoden, will talk about the value of service learning in
the classroom and how it's worked in her classes.
Everyone is invited! Please RSVP to Pam White at 4050 or whitepk@wofford.edu.

Jewelry Trunk Show

Come to DuPre Hall Lounge on Thursday, the 17th from 4-8pm for a jewelry trunk show. Suzanne
Hebden, from Tennessee, will showcase her fashionable jewelry at affordable prices. It is just in
time for the holidays so come out and shop! Contact essexms@wofford.edu for more information.

History Talk

Today at 5:00pm in the Olin Theater the history department presents a talk entitled “Teaching
Jim Crow” by Dr. Richard Pierce, Associate Professor of History and Chair of Africana Studies at
the University of Notre Dame.

Campus Crusade Girls' Bible Study

Campus Crusade is holding a bible study tonight in Greene Lobby at 8pm for girls. There will be
fun, fellowship, and lively discussion.

TESS Meeting at Pick-A-Book

The Teacher Education Student Society (TESS) will have its monthly meeting at Pick-A-Book (East
Main St. shopping center) tonight, Tuesday, November 15, 2005 at 7:30pm. Guest speakers
include a current Wofford student teacher and a Wofford graduate/first year teacher. ALL students
interested in a career in teaching should attend. Also, faculty interested in seeing the impact that
they have on teacher candidates are invited.
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Mosaic

Come to Mosaic in McMillan Theater tonight at 8:00pm. Enrich your week with a worship
experience that weaves together music, film, art and a message. Sponsored by the Campus
Ministry Center.

Celebration of Holy Communion

The Wofford Community celebrates Holy Communion each Thursday at 5:30pm in AAAS
(Burwell.) The twenty-minute service is open to all. Refresh your spirit with this time of prayer
and sacrament. Sponsored by the Campus Ministry Center.

Pig Out for CancerTonight

Eat at Mutt's BBQ (across Pine St) tonight.
A portion of proceeds and all tips benefit the Zig the Pig foundation for pediatric cancer
prevention in SC. Sponsored by Tri Delta.

Service Learning 101: Lunch and Discussion

All students, staff, and faculty are invited to the Service Learning 101: Lunch and Discussion this
Friday, November 18th at noon in the Anna Todd Wofford Center (beside Campus Saftey). Lunch
will be provided.
Our speaker this month, Dr. Laura Barbas Rhoden, will talk about the value of service learning in
the classroom and how it's worked in her classes.
Everyone is invited! Please RSVP to Pam White at 4050 or whitepk@wofford.edu.

Jewelry Trunk Show

Get a jumpstart on your Christmas shopping - or treat yourself to a treasure - at the Jewelry
Trunk Show on Thursday, the 17th from 4-8pm in DuPre Hall Lounge. Email
essexms@wofforde.edu with any questions. Don't forget. (Fundraiser for the RA’s)

Friday Night at the Movies: The Longest Yard

Join us for "The Longest Yard" as part of the McMillan Film Series on Friday, November 18 at 8
p.m. Admission is free and open to everyone.
Synopsis: It's the inmates vs. the guards in this remake of the hit 1974 comedy. While doing time
in the Big House, pro quarterback Paul Crewe (Adam Sandler) persuades fellow convict and
former gridiron coach Nate Scarborough (Burt Reynolds) to prepare a group of jailbirds for a
match against the screws. But Paul, Nate and the rest of the team are in for a little surprise when
game time rolls around. Chris Rock, James Cromwell and Michael Irvin costar.

Faculty/Staff Appreciation

Just another reminder of your day at the bookstore on Monday Nov. 21, 2005. It is an all day
event. There will be refreshments and prize giveaways. You also get 20% off regularly priced
gifts, clothing and general reading books.
Hopefully we'll be getting you some official invitations but as of now they are MIA. Please stop by
the store and allow us to say thank you for your support and effort in making Wofford the great
place that it is.
Thank You
Ben Wofford Books

Want to earn money?

Students and staff members are reminded that individuals cannot sell items in residence halls or
common areas on campus. Organizations that have sales must have written permission from the
Director of Residence Life or the Dean of Students before they reserve a room or advertise a sale.

Director of Residence Life or the Dean of Students before they reserve a room or advertise a sale.
The policy stated below is written in our handbook.
SALES AND SERVICES
All on-campus sales and solicitations must be operated or sponsored by a chartered student
organization and must receive the proper authorization. Sales and solicitations in any area
(student rooms, apartments, porches, lounges, offices and other common areas) of the residence
halls must be approved in writing by the director of residence life. Sales and solicitations in other
public and common areas on campus must be approved by the dean of students. In the past,
students have provided services for a fee such as babysitting in residence hall areas as defined
above. Babysitting and other service activities can be health and safety issues when infants,
toddlers and other non-students are in the residence halls. It is potentially dangerous and
disruptive. Students cannot conduct such activities in any area of the residence halls as defined
above or any other common areas on campus.
Page 36
http://www.wofford.edu/studentLife/0506PoliciesProcedures.pdf

Donations of canned goods for Thanksgiving

The Association of Multicultural Students (AMS) is asking for your help in donating canned food
items for needy families around Spartanburg for Thanksgiving. We need cranberry sauce, green
beans, peas, carrots, and other thanksgiving type canned goods. You can drop off your canned
goods to the following people in the following locations:
Tanya George: Whiteman 306
Keisha Dyer: Shipp 207
Jai-Sheena Garnett: Carlisle 102
The commons in front of Zachs
The last day for donations is Friday, Nov. 18th

Music Day and Night

The Cornbread and Sushi class is pleased to bring to campus this week two extraordinary musical
events. On Wednesday November 16, Alvin "Little Pink" Anderson will be playing the Piedmont
blues at 4:00 PM in the AAAS room. On Thursday November 17, musicians Jason Ringenberg,
Robbie Fulks, Fayssoux McLean, and our own Baker Maultsby will be performing at 8:00 PM in the
Tony White Theater. Both events are free to the Wofford community.

Thanksgiving Lunch

The Faculty thanksgiving lunch is on Thursday the 17th.
The Faculty Dining Room will close after lunch on Friday 18th.
We wish everyone a very Happy Thanksgiving.
Sheila and the Catering crew

Operation Christmas Child

Operation Christmas Child

Join Twin Towers and FCA to help give a needy child overseas as happy of a Christmas as you'll
have. Fill a shoebox with hygiene items like washcloths, toothpaste, toothbrush, etc. and toys like
small stuffed animals, jewelry, matchbox cars, etc. Use your own shoebox or pick one up from
Lyn Pace's office upstairs in campus life. Time is running out! These boxes are due by Friday
morning to Lyn's office.
If you don't have time to do this and still want to help, FCA is taking a group to Charlotte on
Saturday, December 3, to the Operation Christmas Child headquarters, to help them package and
ship the boxes! They plan on leaving about 3:30 and working at the headquarters in Charlotte
from about 5:00-10:00 PM.
If you have questions, email jordanpl@wofford.edu or smithjb@wofford.edu.

Twin Towers Angel Tree

Adopt a needy child in the Spartanburg area this Christmas. DSS provides Wofford a list of 60
children and their wants and needs list this Christmas. Right now, only 18 have been adopted.
Twin Towers is asking for your help to give one of these kids a great Christmas! We are
suggesting a minimum of about $40 to cover one child's list. Adopt one yourself, go in with a
group of friends, or sponsor one with your department or organization. Email
jordanpl@wofford.edu with your contact information and the number of kids you or your
organization would like to sponsor. The list will be sent to you as soon as possible, and the gifts
are due to Lyn Pace's office upstairs in Campus Life by December 9. If you want, you can wrap
them, but if not, Twin Towers will wrap them for you.

Diversity Dialogue - The Hip Hop Generation

Join us in a lively discussion and demonstration of Hip Hop. Ever wonder about the lyrics? What
about the nick names? What about the style of clothes? Why is Hip Hop influencing people around
the world? Come and find out. Thursday, November 17, 2005 from 11:30 to 12:30 pm in Shipp
Hall Lounge. Join Cosmas Chivandire as he leads this dialogue.

Interview on campus for Management Trainee Program

On Thursday, December 1, Cintas will interview in the Career Services Office for their two-year
management trainee program. This program combines a series of rotations in various
departments and classroom seminars in order to prepare the individual for what area best
matches his/her interests, skills, and abilities. Deadline for signup and submission of resumes to
Career Services is 1:00 PM, Mon., Nov. 28.

Maryland Institute College of Art

Career Services has received brochures from MICA describing their MFA programs and MA
programs, including a summer MA in Art Education and an MAT degree. For more information,
come by Career Services in the Raines Center or see www.mica.edu.

Faculty/Staff Invitations

Well we got some of our invitations and they went out today. However, we only got enough to get
through the L's. You don't have to have an invitation to get the discount and we would like as
many of you as possible come up and visit.
Please let your colleagues know about this event as we don't want anyone to feel left out. We
apologize for not getting everyone an invitation and hope that everyone can stop by the
bookstore.
Thank You
Ben Wofford Books

Wesley Fellowship Tonight

Wesley Fellowship will meet tonight at the PSA House. The program will be "The Gospel According
to Disney" and will be led by Rev. Robinson. Dinner will be soup and sandwiches. Meet in front of
Burwell at 5:20 to walk across the street.
Lost and Found

Lost: A white battery and a blue cover to a cell phone. It was lost at swampwater. Please contact
TurekKM@wofford.edu if found.
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Carolina vs. Clemson
Come watch the big in-state rivalry game on the big screen Saturday night in McMillian Theater
at 7 PM. Drinks and snacks will be provided, so come enjoy the game and time spent with other
fans.

Celebration of Holy Communion
Celebrate Holy Communion today at 5:30pm in AAAS. Renew your spirit with this time of
meditation and sacrament. Sponsored by the Campus Ministry Center.

Donations of canned goods for Thanksgiving

The Association of Multicultural Students (AMS) is asking for your help in donating canned food
items for needy families around Spartanburg for Thanksgiving. We need cranberry sauce, green
beans, peas, carrots, and other thanksgiving type canned goods. You can drop off your canned
goods to the following people in the following locations:
Tanya George: Whiteman 306
Keisha Dyer: Shipp 207
Jai-Sheena Garnett: Carlisle 102
The commons in front of Zachs
The last day for donations is Friday, Nov. 18th

Are You Stressed?

The Bonner Scholars will be hosting a stress relief session on Sunday, November 20 at 7:00pm in
Student Affairs Lobby 2. Hope to see you there.

Oak Ridge Scientist to Speak on Friday

This Friday, November 18, Kara Kruse, a research scientist in the Computational Sciences and
Engineering Division of Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), will make a presentation at 9:30
in OL 201 about research at ORNL, internship opportunities at the lab, and tips on applying for
internships and jobs. At 10:30 she will be also available in MSH 105W to talk formally or
informally to students.

Wofford Chamber Players recital Friday afternoon

Members of the Wofford Chamber Players directed by Dr. Eun-Sun Lee will present a recital on
Friday afternoon at 4 PM in the Library gallery.
In addition to selections from Mozart, Fiocco, and Bach, the recital will also include a composition
for tenor and cello by Wofford philosophy professor Dr. Christine Dinkins. For this work Martin
Aigner of Wofford's Information Technology Department will sing the tenor role; Nathaniel Coburn
will perform the cello solo.

It's the Great American Smokeout Today

Join others across the nation in being smoke free. Challenge yourself or a friend to quit smoking
today. Look for smoking awareness info, giveaways to help you stop smoking, and see a digital
display of smoking and its effects on appearance today in the commons from 9:00am-10:00am
and at Burwell from 4:45pm-5:45pm.

Papal Funeral in Dr. Mathewson's Class

Join Dr Mathewson's "Death and Dying" class today at 1:00 pm for the staging of an interesting
type of Christian funeral: A papal funeral (though we will be burying no pope in particular).
Catholic death rite experts Becky Bengel and Katie Moore will direct the funeral, which will begin
in RMSC 302E and will proceed to various points across campus. Please email Dan Mathewson to
indicate your interest and to receive any relevant instructions (mathewsondb@wofford.edu).

Only 7 class days until the final deadline...

To sign up for the SC Independent Colleges Senior Interview Day in Columbia on Feb. 13, 2006.
Noon, Wed., Nov. 30, is your last chance to sign up with any of 35 companies offering interviews
and to submit a one page resume to Career Services. You must come to the Career Services

Office in the Raines Center (CLB) to sign up. For details on the sign up process and companies
attending, go to the Career Services web page.

Save money at the mall

Habitat for Humanity is participating in a fundraiser at Westgate Mall. Purchase a $5.00 discount
card to save at a variety of stores on Saturday, November 19th and your donation will be given to
Spartanburg Habitat for Humanity. To purchase a discount card contact Libby Long at
Longde@wofford.edu or X4403.

New Faculty Luncheon Today at 11:30 am

The final New Faculty Luncheon of this semester will take place this Thursday, November 17th,
from 11:30 am to 12:30 pm in the Holcombe room. The general topic of this luncheon will be
information about the Admissions Department, Scholars Day, and other admissions activities; our
guests will include Brand Stille and possible others from the admissions office. There will be time
allotted for discussion and questions.
Each New Faculty Luncheon explores an issue of particular interest to new and junior faculty;
however, all faculty and staff are welcome to attend. You may purchase a lunch in the Faculty
Dining Room or bring your own. For further information, please contact Charlotte Knotts-Zides at
knottszidesca@wofford.edu or at extension 4534.

Teleconference on Google at the Library

Steven Bell, Director of the Philadelphia University library, will discuss Google, the myth and the
reality, and its impact on libraries via satellite this Friday. Come join the Wofford library staff in
our conference room Friday, November 18th, from 12 to 1:30.
Call or email Chris Strauber for more information.

Faculty Dining Room

Please disregard our previous message. The Faculty Dining Room will close following Lunch on
Monday November 21st. We hope everyone has a Great Thanksgiving.

Dining Services Hours during Thanksgiving Break

Tuesday November 22nd:
Buwell will close at 1:00p.m. following Lunch
Java City in the Acorn Cafe will close at Noon
Zach's and Java City in the Raines Center will close at 5:00p.m.
Sunday November 27th:
Burwell will open at 4:45 for Dinner

Burwell will open at 4:45 for Dinner
Zach's and Java City in the Raines Center will open at 6:00p.m.
We hope everyone has a Safe and Happy Thanksgiving.

PICASSO

Hey everyone,
PICASSO is cancelled this Thursday, due to the week being really busy for so many people. We
will be posting our schedule for next month soon, so keep an eye out. This is a club for those who
want to find more of a creative outlet on Wofford's campus. Everyone is welcome!
Contacts:
Lizzie Switzer at switzereb@wofford.edu
Caroline Ward at wardcw@wofford.edu
Reid Malcolm at malcolmhr@wofford.edu

Free Food Friday

Our Wofford Women's Basketball team will be playing Friday the 18th at 7pm in Ben Johnson
Arena. The Association of Multicultural Students will be hosting a Pre-Game Party with wings,
pizza, and more at 6:30 in the Arena. Also, AMS will be collecting: canned vegetables, canned
fruit, gravy mix, stuffing, rice, noodles, cranberry sauce, canned broth, and cream of mushroom
soup for our Thanksgiving Baskets. Come and support our Lady Terriers!

Alternative Spring Break on the US-Mexico Border

Spend spring break with the BorderLinks Project on the US-Mexico Border.
Chaplain Robinson will lead a group of students as they carefully examine and struggle with many
issues that shape the US-Mexico border. Although some time will be spent in the United States,
much of the trip will take place on the Mexican side of the border.
Information Sessions will be held the week after Thanksgiving. For an overview, click on
http://www.borderlinks.org/bl/trips/5_day_trip.htm.
Sponsored by the Campus Ministry Center.

Lost and Found

Found: Black Fila brand exercise skirt (tennis skirt?) size small. Contact Jennifer Aust (x5349 or
austjk@wofford.edu).
Found: set of keys in the Olin Theatre, claim at switchboard
Lost: a set of keys yesterday. On the keys were my room and car key. They were attached to a
skinny white lanyard that has "Wofford College" in black letters on it. Contact
smithbr@wofford.edu.

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: from Campus Safety
Date: November 17, 2005 at 9:39 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int

On Tuesday, November 22, 2005 from 3:30 pm - 5:30 pm, the Carolina Panthers and Operation
Blessing will be distributing food to families in need at the Spartanburg Memorial Auditorium parking
lot. Therefore, any student, faculty, or staff member who park at the Spartanburg Memorial
Auditorium should not park there on Tuesday, November 22, 2005. In order for the Carolina Panthers
and Operation Blessing to began setting up for the event, vehicles should be moved by 6:00 pm on
Monday, November 21, 2005.
Also, students who will leave their vehicles on the Wofford College campus during the Thanksgiving
Holidays break are asked to park in the gated lot of Marsh Parking Lot.
Cooperation in this matter is expected and greatly appreciated. Please do not hesitate to contact me
should you have any questions.
Thanks.
Lee Sartor

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: November 18, 2005 at 9:30 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements - Friday, November 18, 2005
-

How to Be a Global Citizen
Wofford Chamber Players recital today at 4 PM
Dinner w/ the Lady Terriers
Payroll Reminder
Carolina vs. Clemson
Home hoops schedule begins tonight
Food donations accepted at upcoming hoops events
Mark your Calendars

How to Be a Global Citizen

Please join the Office of Programs Abroad for a forum on geopolitical awareness entitled, "How to
Be a Global Citizen." Forum participants will include Dr. Carol Wilson, Mr. Thomas Pierce, and Dr.
Dave Streckfuss, Resident Director of the CIEE program in Thailand. Study abroad participants
and alumni will be in attendance but all are welcome to attend and participate in the discussion.
The forum will be held on Tuesday, November 21st at 4:00pm in Olin 101.

Wofford Chamber Players recital today at 4 PM

Members of the Wofford Chamber Players directed by Dr. Eun-Sun Lee will present a recital today
at 4 PM in the Library gallery.
In addition to selections from Mozart, Fiocco, and Bach, the recital will also include a composition
for tenor and cello by Wofford philosophy professor Dr. Christine Dinkins. For this work Martin
Aigner of Wofford's Information Technology Department will sing the tenor role; Nathaniel Coburn
will perform the cello solo.

Dinner w/ the Lady Terriers

The Association of Multicultural Students will be hosting a Pre-Game Party for the Women's
Basketball Team with wings, pizza, and more at 6:30 in the Arena. Also, AMS will be collecting:
canned vegetables, canned fruit, gravy mix, stuffing, rice, noodles, cranberry sauce, canned
broth, and cream of mushroom soup for our Thanksgiving Baskets. Everyone is welcome.

Payroll Reminder

Please be reminded that all biweekly and monthly employees will be paid on Wednesday,
November 23rd due to the upcoming Thanksgiving Holidays. Therefore, payroll changes and
biweekly time cards are due in the Business Office no later than Monday, November 21st by 9:30
a.m. Thanks for your cooperation.

Carolina vs. Clemson

Come watch the big in-state rivalry game on the big screen Saturday night in McMillan Theater at
7 PM. Drinks and snacks will be provided, so come enjoy the game and time spent with other
fans.

Home hoops schedule begins Tonight

Come over to the Benjamin Johnson Arena as the Wofford women's basketball team starts the
Terrier home basketball slate against Montreat College at 7:00 pm.
The men's team travels to face Purdue on Saturday night at 8:00 before returning home to open
their home schedule Monday night at 7:00 against Toccoa Falls inside the BenJo.

Food donations accepted at upcoming hoops events

The Wofford College Athletic Department has announced that fans bringing 4 non-perishable
canned food items to Monday's men's basketball home opener against Toccoa Falls will be
admitted free. Tipoff is set for 7:00 pm.
(Note: Admission is free for all Wofford students, faculty and staff, showing valid ID, however
donations are encouraged.)
Fans are also encouraged to bring donations to the Benjamin Johnson Arena for the following
women's basketball games: Friday, November 18 vs. Montreat (7:00 pm), Wednesday, November
23 vs. Southern Virginia (3:00 pm) and Saturday, November 26 vs. North Carolina A&T (1:00
pm). Admission is free to these women's basketball games as well with your canned food
donation.
Donations will be accepted at the new Wild Wing Café Information Zone located on the West
Concourse of the Arena.
All donations will be given to the Second Presbyterian Church Soup Kitchen, located across the
street from the main gates to the Wofford campus.
This drive is in response to yesterday's Herald-Journal article outlining the dire need the Soup
Kitchen has for food donations.
This drive comes on the heels of the Wofford vs. Furman "Food Fight" in which students on each
campus raised canned food donations during the week leading up to the football game on Nov.
12. Wofford students contributed over 550 canned goods that were given to Miracle Life Mission
and Mobile Meals in Spartanburg.
For more information contact Wofford Sports Marketing at (864) 597-4090.

Mark your Calendars
Write this down ya'll! Join AWARE for a Literacy Campaign Information Session on November 28
in Olin 220 at 8:30pm. Learn about facts, legislation, and the December activities. For questions,

in Olin 220 at 8:30pm. Learn about facts, legislation, and the December activities. For questions,
email woffordaware@yahoo.com

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: new book - Wofford: Shining with Untarnished Honor 1854 – 2005
Date: November 18, 2005 at 2:05 PM
To: Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int) WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int, Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

Wofford College and the Hub City Writers Project cordially invite you and your guests to a
reception honoring Dr. Lewis P. Jones ’38 and his family upon the dedication of our new book,
Wofford: Shining with Untarnished Honor 1854 – 2005, Saturday, December 3, 2005 at 5 p.m. in
the Sandor Teszler Library Gallery.
The editors and contributors will be available to sign your book. Copies also will be available for
purchase.
Please join us for the annual Wofford College Christmas Choral Concert following the presentation
at 7 p.m. at Calvary Baptist Church, 577 North Church Street.

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: November 21, 2005 at 9:23 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Faculty/Staff Daily Announcements - Monday, November 21, 2005
-

From Campus Safety
1st meeting for Interim 2006
Change in Interim Drop/Add Schedule
How to Be a Global Citizen
Terrier hoops tonight!
Mark Your Calenders
Sherman College of Straight Chiropractic Visit
Attention mid-year graduates:
Items Returned to Burwell
USC School of Library & Information Science
Winter Clothes Drive
Management Trainee interviews on Dec. 1
Faculty/Staff Appreciation Day
Amnesty Meeting Next Week
Rotaract's Great Shower and Shave Drive!!
Residence Hall Reminder
The DogPound: Only the Loudest Barkers Need Apply
Professional Actor to Speak Tuesday
Lost and Found

From Campus Safety

On Tuesday, November 22, 2005 from 3:30 pm - 5:30 pm, the Carolina Panthers and Operation
Blessing will be distributing food to families in need at the Spartanburg Memorial Auditorium
parking lot. Therefore, any student, faculty, or staff member who park at the Spartanburg
Memorial Auditorium should not park there on Tuesday, November 22, 2005. In order for the
Carolina Panthers and Operation Blessing to began setting up for the event, vehicles should be
moved by 6:00 pm on Monday, November 21, 2005.
Also, students who will leave their vehicles on the Wofford College campus during the
Thanksgiving Holidays break is asked to park in the gated lot of Marsh Parking Lot.
Cooperation in these matters is expected and greatly appreciated. Please do not hesitate to
contact me should you have any questions.
Thanks.
Lee Sartor
Director of Campus Safety

1st meeting for Interim 2006

Please note that the first mandatory class meeting for Interim 2006 is scheduled for Tuesday,
November 29th at 11am. Locations for meetings can be found on the Interim website under each
project's description. During this time, syllabi will be distributed and assignments will be given for
the first day of Interim. Sponsors will also give information regarding release forms and/or other
necessary documents.

Change in Interim Drop/Add Schedule

Please note that drop/add for Interim has been shortened to Nov. 28-Dec. 1 due to Banner
maintenance scheduled for Dec. 2. No changes to Interim registration can be made on Dec. 2.

How to Be a Global Citizen

Please join the Office of Programs Abroad for a forum on geopolitical awareness entitled, "How to
Be a Global Citizen." Forum participants will include Dr. Carol Wilson, Mr. Thomas Pierce, and Dr.
Dave Streckfuss, Resident Director of the CIEE program in Thailand. Study abroad participants
and alumni will be in attendance but all are welcome to attend and participate in the discussion.
The forum will be held on today at 4:00pm in Olin 101.

Terrier hoops tonight!

Come over to the Benjamin Johnson Arena tonight and cheer on the 'Dogs against the Eagles of
Toccoa Falls.
Tipoff is at 7:00 pm. As always admission is free for Wofford faculty and staff, but canned food
donations are being accepted to be given to the Soup Kitchen at Second Presbyterian Church.
Members of the community who bring 4 canned food items will recieve free admission. Also,
during the holiday break, the women's hoops team will host Southern Virginia (Wed. at 3:00) and
North Carolina A&T (Sat., Nov. 26 at 1:00).

Mark Your Calenders

Write this down ya'll. Join AWARE for a Literacy Campaign Information Session on November 28
in Olin 220 at 8:30pm. Learn about facts, legislation, and the December activities. For questions,
email woffordaware@yahoo.com.

Sherman College of Straight Chiropractic Visit

Explore the possibilities of a career as a chiropractor. Mr. Matthew Christopher, Career Counselor
from Sherman College of Straight Chiropractic, will be on campus Monday, Nov 21, from 8:45 11:15 AM in the lobby of RMSC to dispense information about their program. If you are unable to
stop by, you may contact him at 1-800-849-8771 (ext 1256) or admissions@sherman.edu. Visit
them on the web at www.sherman.edu.

Attention mid-year graduates:

Career Services has received two job openings in the information technology industry: technical
recruiter and sales/account manager. These openings are immediate and are located in Charlotte.
The company is YOH IT, a unit of Yoh Group, one of the largest staffing service firms in the US
with more than 80 locations. For complete details, come by the Career Services Office in the

with more than 80 locations. For complete details, come by the Career Services Office in the
Raines Center (CLB) or go to the Career Services web page.

Items Returned to Burwell

Please Return any Glasses, Plates ot Utensils to Burwell before departing for the Thanksgiving
Holiday. We would greatly appreciate your help with this.
Thank You

USC School of Library & Information Science

The Career Services Office has received brochures from the USC School of Library and
Information Science. The programs are highly rated and both NCATE- and ALA-accredited. You
can earn a master's degree, work on specialization beyond the master's level, or tailor a graduate
certificate program for your career needs. Also see www.libsci.sc.edu

Winter Clothes Drive

Whoever was conducting the Winter Clothes Drive, please contact me because I have some
clothes that are bagged and ready to go. Please contact me at wattsmc@wofford.edu. Thanks.

Management Trainee interviews on Dec. 1

Enterprise Rent-A-Car will be interviewing from 10:00 AM-1:00 PM on Thursday, December 1 in
the Career Services Office. The job title is management trainee: business management, which
includes sales, marketing and customer service. First year income will range from 30-35k. There
is no minimum GPA and no required major. For information, see www.enterprise.com. This is a
great opportunity for those interested in management and entrepreneurship. Before you leave
campus for Thanksgiving, call (4260) or come by the Career Services Office to sign up for this
interview.

Faculty/Staff Appreciation Day

Don't forget to stop by the Bookstore on Monday, November 21 as you are cordially invited to our
annual faculty/staff appreciation day on November 21 from 9-5. Let us thank you for all your help
to us during the past year.
Food, beverages, door prizes, a chance to win a $50 gift certificate to Ben Wofford Books and lots
of smiles and good will.
Come on by. We'd love to see you.

Amnesty Meeting Next Week

Even though there is no meeting this week, we will be having our end of semester outing next

Even though there is no meeting this week, we will be having our end of semester outing next
week (Nov 28). Members, watch your email for details.
Questions? Email Brandi eastmanbd@wofford.edu or Lauren stephensonle@wofford.edu

Rotaract's Great Shower and Shave Drive

Is that a box in your hall? But hark! It is! Rotaract is hosting a "Great Shower and Shave Drive"
this week and the week after break to obtain supplies for the Miracle Hill homeless shelter a few
blocks away. They are always in great need of toiletries -- shampoo, soap, feminine products,
toothpaste, toilet tissue, etc...whatever you would use on a given day. There is (or will be) a box
in every dorm...so seek it out. Next time you go to the grocery, just pick up a little something
extra. Thanks oh-so-much and have an enchanting break.
Contact DavisEK2@wofford.edu with questions.

Residence Hall Reminder

Reminder to all students: The residence halls will close for Thanksgiving break on Tuesday,
November 22 at 5:30pm. They will reopen on Sunday, November 27 at 12 noon. The residence
halls will close for Christmas break on Friday, December 16 at 5:30pm and reopen on Monday,
January 2 at 12 noon. Please contact the Residence Life office if you have any questions.

The DogPound: Only the Loudest Barkers Need Apply

Have you ever painted yourself for a game? Ever cheered yourself hoarse? Ever wore a letter on
your chest (or your back)? Ever wanted to feel a part of a game? If you've answered yes to any
of these questions, we need you for a student-run cheering section at basketball games this
season. Informational meeting/brainstorming session at 6:30 today before the basketball game
against Toccoa Falls in the Commons.

Professional Actor to Speak Tuesday

On Tuesday November 22, at 11am in the Tony White Theater, Sean Arbuckle, a Spartanburg
native, will speak about the life and work of a professional actor in New York. Trained at Duke and
Juilliard, Mr. Arbuckle played Heisenberg in the national tour of Copenhagen, numerous classical
leads at the Stratford Festival, Henry VI at the Public Theater, and has been featured on Sex and
the City, Guiding Light and Law and Order. This is an amazing opportunity to talk to someone who
is making a living as a theatre artist. For more information contact Dr. Ferguson at x4081.

Lost and Found

Lost: A wool cape with multiple shades of brown was lost in the vicinity of the Raines Building
about 3 weeks ago. If found, please call 597-4698.

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: November 22, 2005 at 8:35 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Faculty/Staff Daily Announcements - Tuesday, November 22, 2005
-

Eleves are People, Too! Open Mic Night
Professional Actor to Speak Tuesday
Store Closed
Library Schedule, Thanksgiving Holiday
Power Outage: Admissions & Papadopoulos
Tackle Hunger @ Spartanburg Memorial Auditorium

Eleves are People, Too! Open Mic Night

Elves are people, too! Join the Arts LLC on the Monday night we return from Thanksgiving for the
last Open Mic Night of the semester and reflection on the seasonal affliction of a short breed of
impish workers. Cider, Christmas cookies, and chestnuts on an open fire will accompany songs
about Christmas, jokes about Christmas, interpretive dance about Christmas, and of course,
rioting for the little man. Raines Student Center, 7 pm. You can sign up to perform once you
arrive or may email John Wood at woodjw1@wofford.edu. Festive dress encouraged.

Professional Actor to Speak Tuesday

On Tuesday November 22, at 11am in the Tony White Theater, Sean Arbuckle, a Spartanburg
native, will speak about the life and work of a professional actor in New York. Trained at Duke and
Juilliard, Mr. Arbuckle played Heisenberg in the national tour of Copenhagen, numerous classical
leads at the Stratford Festival, Henry VI at the Public Theater, and has been featured on Sex and
the City, Guiding Light and Law and Order. This is an amazing opportunity to talk to someone who
is making a living as a theatre artist. For more information contact Dr. Ferguson at x4081.

Store Closed

The Bookstore will be closed from 4:00pm Wednesday until Monday the 29th at 9:00am. We hope
everyone has a great Thanksgiving break and enjoys some quality time with loved ones.
Thanks
Ben Wofford Books

Library Schedule, Thanksgiving Holiday

Tuesday, November 22: 8 AM - 5 PM
Wednesday, November 23: 8:30 AM - 5 PM
Thursday, November 24 - Saturday, November 26: CLOSED
Sunday, November 27: 6 PM - 12 Midnight

Electronic resources, such as databases and e-books, will remain accessible when the library is
closed.

Power Outage: Admissions & Papadopoulos

There will be an all day power outage of Admissions and Papadopoulos on Wednesday, November,
23. Please note: there will be no parking in the first two rows of the Admissions lot on that day.

Tackle Hunger @ Spartanburg Memorial Auditorium

Tuesday, November 22nd at the Spartanburg Memorial Auditorium the Carolina Panthers and the
Second Presbyterian Soup Kitchen will be holding a food drive called "Tackle Hunger". The event
runs from 1:00 pm to 7:00 pm and volunteers are needed to sort care packages, deliver goods to
cars in the parking lot, and help organize the event.
Give a little back to the Spartanburg community before you go home this break to enjoy your
own Thanksgiving dinner, stop in and lend a hand.

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: November 28, 2005 at 9:52 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Daily Announcements - Monday, November 28, 2005
-

Change in Interim Drop/Add Schedule
Literacy Information Session
Elves are People, Too! Open Mic Night
Management Trainee Interviews - On Campus Dec. 1
Special Amnesty Meeting
AIDS Awareness Day: Safe Sex Luncheon
Film "Peter's Friends" in McMillan on Dec. 1st

Change in Interim Drop/Add Schedule

Please note that drop/add for Interim has been shortened to Nov. 28-Dec. 1 due to Banner
maintenance scheduled for Dec. 2. No changes to Interim registration can be made on Dec. 2.

Literacy Information Session

Join AWARE tonight for a Literacy Campaign Information Session in Olin 220. Learn the facts,
legislation, and the December activities. For questions email woffordaware@yahoo.com

Eleves are People, Too! Open Mic Night

Elves are people, too. Join the Arts LLC Tonight for the last Open Mic Night of the semester and
reflection on the seasonal affliction of a short breed of impish workers. Cider, Christmas cookies,
and chestnuts on an open fire will accompany songs about Christmas, jokes about Christmas,
interpretive dance about Christmas, and of course, rioting for the little man. Raines Student
Center, 7 pm. You can sign up to perform once you arrive or may email John Wood at
woodjw1@wofford.edu. Festive dress encouraged.

Management Trainee Interviews - On Campus Dec. 1

On Thursday, December 1, both Cintas (www.cintas.com) and Enterprise Rent-A-Car
(www.enterprise.com) will interview in Career Services for their management trainee programs.
The Enterprise program, which includes sales, marketing and customer service, has a first year
income from 30-35k. The Cintas management trainee program is a two-year program combining
rotations in various departments and classroom seminars with the goal of preparing the trainee
to work in the area which best matches his/her skills, abilities and interests. Neither company
requires a specific GPA or major. Deadline for sign up is Tues., Nov. 29 at 2:00 PM.

Special Amnesty Meeting

Today, Amnesty will have our meeting at Little River Roasting Company at 6:30pm. Please check
your email for details. We will be writing a letter at this meeting, as well as welcoming our new
leaders.
Questions? Contact Brandi eastmanbd@wofford.edu or Lauren stephensonle@wofford.edu.

AIDS Awareness Day: Safe Sex Luncheon

This Thursday, December 1st at 11:55 in the Holcombe Room below Burwell, Shawntae Moore
from Piedmont Care will be giving a presentation about Safe Sex practices in conjunction with
AIDS awareness observances.
Lunch will be provided, sandwiches from Quizno’s. Space is limited so RSVP as soon as you can
by e-mailing Patrick Brennan at brennanph@wofford.edu.

Film "Peter's Friends" in McMillan on Dec. 1st

On Thursday, December 1st @ 7:00 PM in McMillan Theater Twin Towers in conjunction with
Piedmont Care and Health Services present a showing of Kenneth Branagh's 1992 film "Peter's
Friends"
The film will coincide with a brief discussion about AIDS in our age group and area from
Shawntae Moore. There will be door prizes and a Raffle for different items and snacks will be
provided. The event will last about two and a half hours. Free food and Free Stuff, perfect study
break.
For more information about AIDS awareness week e-mail Patrick Brennan at
brennanph@wofford.edu

From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: November 29, 2005 at 9:40 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int

Wofford College Faculty/Staff Daily Announcements - Tuesday, November 29, 2005
-

Warm Tuesday at PSA
Lee Smith & Hal Crowther Reading
Mosaic
Just one more day...
Auditiotions for Durrenmatt's "The Visit" tonight
Gender Studies Interest Meeting
Men's basketball hosts ECU tomorrow
Reception for Scott LeBlond
Happy Birthday
Campus Outreach Meeting
La Dernière Table Française
Enviro-Awareness....and trashy trees
CASA Casino
Safe Sex Luncheon for AIDS awareness day
Greek Life Forum

Warm Tuesday at PSA

Tuesday at PSA is our "Warm Tuesday". Please bring to the PSA House at 6:30p a pair of socks,
gloves, hat/scarf to wrap for the folks living at The Haven. Paper will be there to wrap them. Our
guest this week is Lou Landrum of the Soup Kitchen. Join us at 6:30p for dinner, worship, and our
program.

Lee Smith & Hal Crowther Reading

Acclaimed novelist Lee Smith (The Last Girls) and her husband, essayist Hal Crowther (Cathedrals
of Kudzu) will read from their work Tuesday night at 7:30pm in the Olin Teaching Theater as the
last event in the on-going Cornbread & Sushi series.

Mosaic

Mosaic, a time of worship open to the entire Wofford community, will be held Wednesday evening
at 8:00pm in McMillan Theater. Join students, faculty and staff for a time of music, prayer,
scripture, and sermon. Sponsored by the Campus Ministry Center.

Just one more day...

to sign up for the largest employment interviewing event of the year. Yes, Wednesday at noon is
the deadline to sign up with any of the 35 recruiters who will be in Columbia on February 13.
Come by Career Services in the Raines Center for a full list of employers, job titles, and to sign
up.

up.

Auditiotions for Durrenmatt's "The Visit" tonight

Tonight, Tuesday November 29th at 6:30 - 9:00 PM in the Tony White Theatre there will be open
auditions (Students, Faculty, and Staff) for the Spring production of Friedrich Durrenmatt's "The
Visit" The play hosts a large cast with many appropriate roles for first time actors.
There are copies of the play on reserve in the Wofford Library under Dr. Ferguson.
Callbacks and make-up auditions will be on Wednesday, November 30th from 6:30 - 9:00 PM as
well. If you cannot make it tonight and would like to audition, or if you have any questions at all,
please e-mail fergusonma@wofford.edu

Gender Studies Interest Meeting

There will be a general information meeting about the Gender Studies Program on Tuesday
December 8th at 11am in Main 324. Whether you are already enrolled in the program or just
want to know more about it, come and meet others who are involved.

Men's basketball hosts ECU tomorrow

The Wofford men's basketball team hosts the East Carolina Pirates tomorrow night at 7:00 inside
the Benjamin Johnson Arena. Come out and show your support for the Terriers as they face off
with this Conference USA opponent.
The Terriers also host UVA-Wise Saturday at 2:00 p.m. inside the Ben Johnson Arena.

Reception for Scott LeBlond

The Professor of Military Science, LTC Davis, cordially invites all faculty and staff to stop by the
Papadopoulos Room at 3:00 pm on Dec. 1 to congratulate Captain Scott LeBlond and his wife
Becky on his promotion to Major; this fine Aviation Officer is an Iraqi War Veteran and has served
his country with honor for last 10 years.
James V. Davis

Happy Birthday

Souljah's For Christ would like to wish Eric Marshall a happy and blessed birthday. We wish you
many more to come.

Campus Outreach Meeting

Join us Wednesday night @ 9:15 in the Anna Todd Center as we start off the holiday season with
a Campus Outreach meeting. Elizabeth Frazier will be sharing along with Brandon Smith.
Everyone is welcome.

La Dernière Table Française

Aujourd'hui, Tuesday, is the last rendez-vous of the semester of this organisation très utile. Come
on to the Dean's Dining Room in downstairs Burwell to enjoy the conversation, the language, and
(perhaps) the food. NormanEA@Wofford.edu with any questions.

Enviro-Awareness....and trashy trees

Environmental Awareness Org. meeting today in Shipp lounge at 6:00 (not 6:30, like usual). It
will be an oh-so-speedy/swift meeting and very important! We will be planning for clean-up and
construction of trash tree! questions? davisek2@wofford.edu

CASA Casino

The sisters of Kappa Alpha Theta present "Casa Casino", a Texas Hold 'Em poker tournament and
raffle, to be held Thursday December 1st at 7 pm in the Anna Todd Wofford Center. Come watch
your fellow Wofford students compete to win the $150 grand prize. Enter the raffle to win great
prizes such as $100 to Express, $85 to Best Buy, $50 to the Campus Bookstore, and additional
gift certificates from local area restaurants such as Monsoon Noodle House, Uncle Poons, Taco
Dog, Sandellas, The Sandwich Factory, Baskin Robins, Marble Slab and more! Raffle tickets will be
on sale for $3 in Burwell during lunch and dinner on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. Please
help us support our national philanthropy CASA, Court Appointed Special Advocates

Safe Sex Luncheon for AIDS awareness day
Safe Sex...Do you know enough about it? Do you think you know everything? Are you sure?
This Thursday, December 1st at 11:55 there will be a safe sex luncheon in the Holcombe room in
the bottom of Burwell. This lunch will feature a presentation from Shawntae Moore from Piedmont
Health Care and will focus on safe sex practices.
Lunch will be provided from Quizno's sandwiches. If you plan on attending the event please RSVP
and specify if you would like a vegetarian sandwich with Patrick Brennan at
brennanph@wofford.edu

Greek Life Forum
This Thursday at 11 in the Olin Pit there will be a Greek Life Forum with Faculty, Staff, and
Students. Please come if you are at all interested in Greek Life and its concerns on Wofford's
Campus. Come to hear multiple points of views and hopefully have some of your questions
answered. This is being held by the Campus Relations Committee.
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Wofford College Daily Announcements - Wednesday, November 30, 2005
-

Mosaic
Celebration of Holy Communion
CASA Casino
"Peter's Friends" AIDS awareness film Venue Change
United Way Campaign Drawing to a Close
For the Holidays - Claxton Fruitcake
Wofford College Libertarians
Greek Life Forum
Do you know how to sow seeds?
Chuck Berry, Arlo Guthrie, Peter, Paul and Mary
Wesley Fellowship Tonight
Saturday Night at the Movies: War of the Worlds
Auditions for Durrenmatt's "The Visit" tonight
Relay for life--team captains meeting

Mosaic

Come to Mosaic in McMillan Theater tonight at 9:00pm. Enrich your week with a worship
experience that weaves together music, film, art and a message. Sponsored by the Campus
Ministry Center.

Celebration of Holy Communion

The Wofford Community celebrates Holy Communion each Thursday at 5:30pm in AAAS
(Burwell.) The twenty-minute service is open to all. Refresh your spirit with this time of prayer
and sacrament. Sponsored by the Campus Ministry Center.

CASA Casino

The sisters of Kappa Alpha Theta present "Casa Casino", a Texas Hold 'Em poker tournament and
raffle, to be held Thursday December 1st at 7 pm in the Anna Todd Wofford Center. Come watch
your fellow Wofford students compete to win the $150 grand prize. Enter the raffle to win great
prizes such as $100 to Express, $85 to Best Buy, $50 to the Campus Bookstore, and additional
gift certificates from local area restaurants such as Monsoon Noodle House, Uncle Poons, Taco
Dog, Sandellas, The Sandwich Factory, Baskin Robins, Marble Slab and more! Raffle tickets will be
on sale for $3 in Burwell during lunch and dinner on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. Please
help us support our national philanthropy CASA, Court Appointed Special Advocates

"Peter's Friends" AIDS awareness film Venue Change

The AIDS awareness day presentation of the film "Peter's Friends" has switched locations to Olin

The AIDS awareness day presentation of the film "Peter's Friends" has switched locations to Olin
theater (Room 101) .
The Film and event is still on Thursday, December 1st at 7:00. There will be snacks served and
there will be a raffle for a couple of different items including t-shirts, CDs, and toys.
Come celebrate AIDS awareness day (And wear your Red Ribbon to the event) and watch this
great film.

United Way Campaign Drawing to a Close

Thanks to all who have contributed to the United Way Campaign this year. If you would still like
to make a pledge, submit your card to Carole Lister in Human Resources by Friday afternoon.

For the Holidays - Claxton Fruitcake

Wofford Campus Civitan in partership with the Civitan Club of Spartanburg is selling delicious
Claxton Fruit Cake this holiday season. If you are interested in buying Claxton Fruit Cake please
contact Mary Beth at BroadwaterME@Wofford.edu or 597-5345. We will take orders of fruitcake,
by the pound, until Tuesday, December 13. All orders after that can be placed through John Few
at the Civitan Rehabilitation Workshop at 585-1518. One pound fruitcake is being sold in stores
(Bilo, CVS) at $3.99 plus tax. Wofford Campus Civitan is selling the fruitcake for $3.50/lb.
Proceeds will be used to sponsor children through the Twin Towers Angel Tree project.

Wofford College Libertarians

The WCL will meet this Thursday at 11:00 AM in The Commons. If you are interested in meeting
the officers, or would like to hear the general political stance of a Libertarian, then please feel
free to attend. The mission of the WCL is to promote discussion and ideas, not a particular
canidate or party; to best accomplish this we seek a diversity of opinion so feel free to join, even
if you disagree with the principles of the WCL. (Don't know the principles? Another good reason
to come.) We will be discussing plans for spring semester and would appreciate the input of
whoever is interested. See you there.

Greek Life Forum

This Thursday at 11 in the Olin Pit there will be a Greek Life Forum with Faculty, Staff, and
Students. Please come if you are at all interested in Greek Life and its concerns on Wofford's
Campus. Come to hear multiple points of views and hopefully have some of your questions
answered. This is being held by the Campus Relations Committee.

Do you know how to sow seeds?

Well whether you do or not, Souljahs for Christ would love for you to come and fellowship with us
on Thursday at 7:30pm in Olin 114. We will be learning about the The Parable of the Sower from
Luke 8:4-15. Bring your shovel and bucket.

Chuck Berry, Arlo Guthrie, Peter, Paul and Mary

What do these artists share? They all have relied on the skills of Barry Nickelsberg, one of the
premier signers of music for the deaf. Mr. Nickelsberg will be on campus this Thursday, December
1, at 11:30 am, in the Anna Todd Room of Andrews Field House. His visit is hosted by both the
Rotaract Club and Sigma Delta Pi, the national Spanish honor society, who provide pizza and
beverages. All are welcome to come see / hear one of the most remarkable performers you will
ever meet. You do not want to miss this man.

Wesley Fellowship Tonight

Wesley Fellowship will go to dinner tonight at Monterrey's off of East Main (near Bruster's). Meet
in front of Burwell at 5:20 to carpool to the restaurant.

Saturday Night at the Movies: War of the Worlds

Need a break from studying? Join us for "War of the Worlds" this Saturday, December 3 at 8 p.m.
in McMillan Theater (Raines Center).
Synopsis: You know the story: Invading Martians equipped with ships that shoot unstoppable
disintegration rays attempt to overwhelm the Earth. Based on the novel by H.G. Wells (and
adapted into a famous 1953 movie starring Gene Barry), this version stars Tom Cruise and
Dakota Fanning as a father and daughter trying to keep one step ahead of the destroying
Martians while humanity tries to muster a defense … any defense! Steven Spielberg directs.

Auditions for Durrenmatt's "The Visit" tonight

Tonight, Wednesday November 30th at 7:00 - 9:00 PM in the Tony White Theatre there will be
open Make-Up auditions for the Spring production of Friedrich Durrenmatt's "The Visit"
The play hosts a large cast with many appropriate roles for first time actors. If you cannot make
it tonight and would like to audition, or if you have any questions at all, please e-mail
fergusonma@wofford.edu

Relay for life--team captains meeting
There is a team captains meeting today at seven in Olin. Anyone who is a team captain or
interested in starting a relay team should attend. Anyone can attend.
Contact Craig Sudduth at sudduthca@wofford.edu for more information.

Lost and Found
Found: Silver OKUSAI watch found in Olin lab on Tuesday evening. Visit help desk to claim.
Lost: A set of keys with a red carabiner, a Homestarrunner.com key ring, and a keyless entry

Lost: A set of keys with a red carabiner, a Homestarrunner.com key ring, and a keyless entry
remote. I last remember having them in the Tony White Theater, but they might have been left in
Burwell. If you have them or you have seen them, then please contact Gibert Kennedy at
KennedyAG@wofford.edu.
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Our basketball team has an important game tonight, Wednesday as we play the Pirates of East
Carolina. Your contribution through the years has been critical and we would appreciate everyone
coming out tonight at 7:00pm in the Benjamin Johnson Arena. I have said many times that when our
students are there in full force, it’s an incredible atmosphere and our facility is as difficult for an
opponent to play in as any in the Southern Conference. Our guys will play extremely hard and
compete always, but I want, as has been the case in previous years, for our opponents to feel as
though they are competing against all of us, the entire Wofford community.
Mike Young
Wofford College
Head Basketball Coach

